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high school students.
The high school currently en-
rolls 100 ninth graders. The
plan is to enroll only ninth
graders in the subsequent
years. "We will enroll 100 stu-
dents in ninth grade in the next
few years and hope to run the
school with 400 students at the
maximum capacity," said
Myers. "
Children residing within the
Community School District Two
will get priority for admission
to this school. Aside from resi-
dency, the students' grades, city
wide test scores and recommen-
dation from their junior high
schools· will be considered for
admission to BCCHS.
. BCCHS is designed specially
for children who live within
Community Sehoo-l District
Two, which runs from
••
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continued on page 4
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of Education; Baruch College
paid for half of the" cost for the
wiring system. This eost-shar-
ing enabled Baruch students to
share the computet" lab ~ith the
.....' -~ ".,' _''''_•• ". _. -0 ....
s in Brooklyn which the Stu-
Services Office obtained.
's always a need- some seg-
ments ofstudents looking for hous-
. . ing," said Phyllis Zadra, Executive
.Assistant to the Vice President for
Administration.
with Internet access-on the 16th
floor of 18th Street building.
Although the computers were
purchased through the school's
budget acquired from the Board
I .
. . ftt - -M~
By Helen McFarlane
Baruch College is currently ne- .
gotiating aeontraet, to build a dor-
mitory. atop the. US Post Office
building on 23 Street and .Lexing-
ton Avenue.
College administrators have
been pursuing this goal for over a
year, in an effort to further
accomodate and diversify the stu- .
dent body. A dormitory will have.
wide ranging implications for
Baruch andits future matriculates.
"Thecollege is trying to recruit
better students," explains Carl
Aylman, Director of Student Life, .
"[Housing] is one of the entice-
ments," he concluded. .
Baruch has undergone several
upgrades during the past few
years, and housing is the latest one.
The most prominent upgrades have
been the construction of the
Newman Library and the hotly de-
bated increases in academic stan-
dards.
According toAylman, a dormitory
is needed in order to house
Baruch's international students.
There are 105 countries repre-
Dormltorles In The Works
Vol.71j~Number·7
By Andreia Lee
The Baruch College Campus
High School (BCCHS) began op-
eration this fall semester open-
ing its doors to 100 ninth-gad-
ers.
BCCHS is located on the 16th
floor of the 18th Street building.
The school ·currently uses four
classrooms, which they share
with the evenings students from
Baruch College.
They also have access to the
cafeteria on the 19th floor ofthe
same building. Besides the caf-
eteria, the high school students
also use the gym and a biology
lab located at the 17 Lexington
building.
The high school students also
have access to the college's li-
brary. But they have been told
that the college students have
the priority said Jill Myers,
principal of BCCHS.
BCCHS has its own computer
lab ~ODsi8tingof 25 comp~~rs
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Jerry Gonzalez and The Fort Apache Band performing in Mason Hall on
Nov. 13 as part ofthe Sixth Annual Milt Hinton Jazz Perspectives.
Jammin . . .
serves the local community as
well.
Bronx Community College
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Brooklyn ' 15,314
.City College 12,295
Hunter 19,439
John Jay, 10,725
Lehman 9,324
..Medger EverS 5,'200
NYC Tech 10,896
Queens 16,673
Staten Island 11,902
York 6,050
Borough of Manhattan CC 16,000
Bronx CC 7,500
Hostos CC 4,200
Kingsborough CC 14,~6
LaGuardia CC 10,640
Queensborough CC 10,953
the schools. Their services are
a part of the federally funded
Head Start program, which
(BCC) places first, by far, in
providing child care. For its
7,500 students, there are 80
slots on-campus and 219 slots
off-campus, according to Char-
lotte Bellamy, the Director of
iis child care services. The off-
campus spaces are a part of the
Family Day Care program,
which eonsists of" training and
certifying' qualifi~ ·local fami-
lies. Bee -has 73 homes which
can provide -eare to' three chil-
dren per' home, .In any age
group up to 12 years old, ac-
cording to Bellamy.
The large capacity is made
possible, Bellamy said, by ob-
taining funding from state and
federal sources outside CUNY.
, .
They also get private funding
occasionally, Bellamy said.
The size of the programs are
not an indicator of the quality
of care, according to the direc-
tors of the child care services.
----------------------------... Baruch's Early Learning Cen-
ter has a reputation for' qual-
ity among the directors at the
other CUNYs.
. -BssG;astheprogr'8rii's'~,·wlli----
:receiveupto$1.25foreachenrolhnent.
"At this point, with the extra expendi-
ture, we are looking at planning an
International night," said Hamid "It
will be a very big party held offcam-
pus. We are still in the midst oforga-
nizingevetything." ,
"Weare also tryingtoworkouta deal
to link Student Advantage with the
CUNYCard usingAT&T ratbertban
MCI sowith thismecan;lstudentscan
receiveall
dis -
counts",
s aid
Hamid
Student
Advan-
tage, con-
sidered
the lead-
ing stu-
dent sav-
.
mgs pro-
gram in the nation, will alsobe avail-
able in the future to co-sponsor club
events, say Hamid.
Students who do not have an oppor-
tunity to enroll on campus can do so
'at the DSSG'omcethroughout the 'Be- '
mester , says Hamid. .
!
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By Chan-joo Moon
Baruch College is at 14th
place in the amount of child care
available, among the 17 CUNY
senior arid community colleges,
according to a study conducted
by The Ticker. Baruch has 30
child care' 'slots which 40 par-
ents are using.
The eomparisons were done
relative to the number of stu-
dents registered at each of the
sehools.""Barucb has 15,164 stu-· ,
dents, 'according to a prelimi-
nary Fall' 1997 count done by
the eU,NY Offiee ,of Institu-
tional Research and An'alysis. It
is the fifth largest student body
among the CUNYs.
Brooklyn College was'n~t in-
cluded in this comparison be-
cause the director of its program
could not be reached for com-
ment despite numerous calls
made to the school.
Queensborough Community
College and York College were
placed last despite serving-more
people than Baruch because
they are not funded directly by
Baruch Cares Little For The Little Ones
Student~dvantage
. .
Is Coming
ByPoDyGwardyak
Student Advantage. .a nationwide
stndebtsavinpIJll'OSl~WiJlbeavRil-
".-._·"~BaIUCh studentsbeginniRgtm·s-~LJdJUJ}Z:&u:mml1.IJJliJElSi1tptI:KJleWl:s-­
~-
Theprogram, sponsoredbyDay Ses-
sion StudentGovernment,will enable
students to receive discounts'on cloth-
ing, hotels, movie tickets, travel ser-
vices .and much more, according to
Zeshan Hamid, DSSG vice president.
'We are building a relationshipwith
Student Advantage that I hope will
eventuallyinclude localstoresaswe1l,"
he said.
Startingthis week, tables willbe~
up at high
traffic areas
of the cam-
pus where
students can
sign up. The
one-year
membership
fee is $20,
but, because
of a partner-
ship with
AT&T, for
students who currently receive an
AT&T calling card, universal card or
longdistance service the membership
is free. Membership is $0 free ifa stu-
dent chooses to become anAT&Tcus-
tomerat the time. Theprogram isalso
available to faculty and staff
S
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gone uncleaned for ages, the secu-
rity personnel usually report any
sightings of graffiti to the building
maintenance crew hired by
Cushman and Wakefield, the own-
ers of the building. Most stairwell
graffiti's are cleaned and or painted.
over by the maintenance crew.
"We go through rounds around the
building at least three times a da~
and report any thingwe notice to the
buildingmaintenanee,"said security
personnel at the 26th Street build-
ing.
'There might be some contractual
restrictions when a graffiti is over
sheet rock,"said'agroundserew. 'We
justdean upthestairwells,butc1een-
ingandrepUntingalersheetroekdoes
not ran within ourjobs,"be said.
Graffiti in Baruch bathrooms of the 360 PAS building.
nance unit of the buildings and
groundsdepartment said that his
department was in charge of re-
paintingvandalized rest rooms. "We
painted a number ofrest room pan-
els in the 18thStreet building in the
past few weeks," he said
, "Weare in charge ofpaintingwhile
the custodial unit is in charge of"
cleaning up the walls when re-
ported," said Schmidt.
The process by which graffiti is
cleaned at·Baroch is complicated at
times. "There is also a contractual
,
obligation with the owners of the
rental bulldings," said Schmidt, re-
ferring to 18th Street and 26th
Street buildings.
In the 26th Street building, where
. the rest room wall writings have
NOVE~ER26, 19972
~~~~~~~~~~~~~\I By Tamim Islam
Despite being a institution of
higher education and not a highway
truck stop, most ofBaruch College's
stairwells and rest rooms are fre-
quently vandalized withgraffiti and
'scratchiti'.
Aithough most of the stairwells are
cleaned of graffiti as soon as any
markings are reported to the build-
ing security; some of the rest room
art works have stayed onfor months
or even for years.
The writings in the men's room ad-
jacent to the graduate student's
lounge on the first floor of the 26th
Street buildinghave aged to distinc-
tion. "I have seen these writings for
about a year now," said a graduate
student.
"I guess they treat this wall as ifit
were some writer's manuscript,"
said another graduate student,
Sources familiar with the situation
holds the bureaucratic system
within the College's custodial offices
responsible for this slow response.
Wl1liam Brunson of the custodial
unit refused to Comment as to what
the college policy was in regards to
fixing graffiti in the rest rooms un-
less the question was posed to him
inwriting. "I will answer in writing
what the poliey is when I am pre-
sented the question in writing," said
Bronson.
Thomas Schmidt of the mainte-
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Monday August 25,1997
1:00 - 3:00 PM
]51 East 25th Street - Room 750
]51 East 25th Street· Room 750
Thursday May 8th,1997
6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Wednesday May 14, 1997
12:00 PM - 2:00PM
Thursday, April 17, 1997
6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
February 3-5 March 2-27
March 3-5 April 1-30
Dec. 17-19 & Jan. 6-7 February 9-28
Q WHERE and WHEN can I get help with my resume?
A Come into our office on the 8th floor of the 25th Street Building and have your resume
reviewed (not mandatory but suggested).
Q How many resumes do I need?
A Plan to submit one resume for each company in which you are interested
plus three for our office files.
Frequently asked questions about submitting a n!AIIJle:
Q How long should my resume be?
A Your resume should be ONE PAGE.
December 11.1997
January 28.1998
February 25, 1998
Monday August 18, 1997
3:00 - 5:00 P.M.
Wednesday August V, 1997 Tuesday September 2,1997
6:00 - 8:00 PM 4:00 - 6:00 PM
The above series of workshops will be held in the following location:
The Conference Center
151 East 25th Street - Room 750
The above series of workshops will all be held in the following location:
Administrative Center Lounge
135 E. 22nd Street-3rd Floor
Monday May 12, 1997
3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Tuesday April 15, 1997
1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Wednesday August 27,1997 6:00 - 8:00 PM
Tuesday September 2, 1997 4:00· 6:00 PM
Monday May 5, 1997
1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Cycle 6
Cycle 4
Cycle 5
1. Attend one of the mandatory workshops listed on the other side of this page.
2. Complete and sign the registration card.
3. Submit ~our resume in person in the Career Development Center at 151 E. 25th St., Room 820
Res~eswIll be c~llededon a monthly basis for recruitirag dates the following month.
Specifically, submit resumes on the following dates for Spring 1998 on-eampus recruiting cycles:
Cycle * Company List Resume Collection Dates Interview Dates
Available
2
ONCE YOU ACCEPT AN OFFER OF EMPLOYMENT YOU ARE NO LONGER. ELIGIBLE FOR
ON-<:AMPUS RECRUITMENT.
~. Ch~ck the On-campus Recruiting Calendar ~hichcon~ a list of all the firms scheduled to
interview student:s ~uringea~ cycle. It will be posted on the bulletin boards located in' Room 820 in
the 2:5th Street buildmg. Submit resumes for all positions which interest you and for whichyou meet the
reqwrements. .
5. Keep a list of recruiting dates for companies to which you have submitted resumes. YOU .
SHOULD CHECK THE BULLETIN BOARD WEEKLY TO SEE IF YOUR NAME APPEARS ON A
SELECTIONS UST. SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW AT AN AVAILABLE TIME. Lists usually
appear two weeks before the scheduled date of the interviews.
NOTE: Once you sign up ~or an interview, you are required to show up or to call at least two days in
advance to cancel or you WIll be excluded from further participation in On-Campus Recruitment.
If you are s.eriou~ly ill, injured or have a family emergency and are not able to come in for a
schedule~ Interview (the same reason that would excuse you from a final exam or mid-term> you
must ~~hfy the Career Development Center as soon as possible. An APOLOGY LEI IER .
e~la1D1Dg why you could not attend the interview must be submitted to the Director or Associate
Director o.f the .Cent~r for.approva~. You must then send the letter to the employer. Failure to
comply WIth this policy WIll result 1D exclusion from further participation in On-Campus
Recruitment,
October 20
January 10
10 - 4PM
FRIDAY
January 3
10 - 4PM
Decemb-er 20
10 - 4PM
November 17 - Dee.12
October 7 - Oct. 1~
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135 East 22nd Street - 3rd Floor'
SPRING '98 CAREER DAY
Thursday, April 23, 1998
1:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street
135 East 22nd Street - 3rd Floor
135 East 22nd Street - 3rd Flo«
151 East 25th Street - Room 750
151 East 25th Street - Room 750
135 East 22nd Street - 3rd Floor
135 East 22n.d Street - 3rd Floor
Location
135 East 22nd Street - 3rd Floor
135 East 22nd Street - 3rd Floor
135 East 22nd Street - 3rd Floor
17 Lexington Ave.- Room 306
17 Lexington Ave.- Room 306
17 Lexington Ave,- Room 306
135 East 22nd Street - 3rd Floor
135 East 22nd Street - 3rd Floor
135 East 22nd Street - 3rd Floor
135 East 22nd Street '- 3rd Floor
..
Location
September 17 - 19
October 15 - 17
September 3 - 5
1:00 - 3:00 PM
Time
6:00 - 8:00 PM
Time
THESE MANDATORY WORKSHOPS ARE A PBEREQWSITE
FOR PARTICIPATION IN ON-CAMPUS RECRlHTING
(ATTEND ONLY ONE)
October 8, 1997
August 26, 1997
INTERNSHIP FAIR
Thursday, February 19,1998
1:00- 4:00
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street
Tuesday A.)lril 15, 1997
Cycle 3
Date
-Nov. 14
Cycle 1
Cycle 2 September 10, 1997
Thursday April 17, 1997 6:00 - 8:00 PM
Monday May 5, 1997 1:00 - 3:00 PM
Thursday May 8, 1997 6:00 - 8:00 PM
Monday 1tUy 12, 1997 3:00 - 5:00 PM
Wednesda~ May 14. 1997 12:00 - 2:00 PM
Monday A.ugust 18, 1997 3:00 - 5:00 PM
MondayA.1lgust 25, 1997 1:00 - 3:00 PM1L... 1
Date
ALL JANUARY, JUNE, AND AUGUST,1998 GRADUATES
ARE EliGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN
SPRING 1998 ON-CAMPUS RECRUITMENTI
Business Attire Required
"For Men-Shirts, Ties, and Jackets or Suits
"For Women -Skirts, Blouses and Jackets or Business Dresses
3
..
. --~, .'
Students gn,duating in June, and August 1997 &: January, June, and August 1998 are eligible to
participate in on-eampus recruiting during the Fall 1998 semester.
•
BARUCH COLLEGE I Career Development Center
151 East 15th Street .- Suite 820 212/802-6710
Important On-Campus Recruiting Information!
ATTENTION 1998 GRADUATES
Tuesday Dec. 2, 1997
Friday Dee. 5, 1997 10:00 - 12:00 PM
Monday Dee. 8, 1997 1:00 - 3:00 PM
Wednesday Dec. 10, 1997 ~6:00 - 8:00PM
Thursday DEC. 11, 1997 1:00 - 3:00 PM
Monday Jan. 5, 1998 6:00 - 8:00 PM
Tuesday Jan. 27, 1998 3:00 - 5:00 PM
Thursday Jan. 29, 1997 6:00 - 8:00 PM
Tuesday Feb. 24, 1997 1:00 - 3:00 PM
SAVE THIS LEITER! IT CONTAINS IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
WHAT SHOULD I DO TO PARTICIPATE IN ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING?
..
RESUME COLLECTION DATES and TIMES:
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
December Hi December 17 . December 18 December 19
\. e 10 - 4PM 10-7PM 10-7PM 10 -7PM
.-~e
~ •••••••• HOLIDAYS •••••••• January 210 - 4PM
January 6 January 7 January 8 January 9
10-4 PM 10- 4PM 10 - 4PM 10 - 4PM
:
January 1> January 14 January 15
10-7PM 10-7 PM 10-7PM
:-
The Women's Forum Educa-
tional Awards of$2000 are being
offered to women over 35, NYC
residents and attended a college for
1 yr. Deadline is December 1st. For
more info. call RonaldAaron @802-
6820 or in room 1702~ 360 PAS
ESSA is offering FREE LEGAL
SERVICES to all Baruch students
dealing with Housing, Family, Con-
sumer and Real Estate law, Immi-
gration, Divorces, Landlord and
Tenant issues. for an appointment
call. 802-6794
Discount Movie Tickets can be
purchased at the Student Center
360 PAS, rm 1512. Tickets are $5
and valid for one year.' 802-6770
Available all. semester.
Toy Drive sponsored by Golden
Key and Kappa Phi Alpha will be
.held from Dec. 1 through Dec. 12.
All toys can be deposited at sta-
tioned bins located in the 18th St.
lobby & 23rd St., 15th fl.
Delicious In Any Language
Students and facultyeDjoying a traditional Thanksgiving
meal at the first annual International Students Office
nsored. dinner.
ArtcarvedRing sales will be held
on Dec. 11, at the 25th St. lobby,
11:30am-7:45pm
Helpline will be having a Holiday
Bake Sale on Dec. 11, ,12:30-3pm,
at 360 PAS, 14th fl.
Comic Strip Live: tickets are
$7.00 and admits two people. Pur-
.chase tickets at the Student Cen-
ter 360 PAS, rID 1512 Monday-
Friday from 9am-9pm Cash Only.
Available all semester.
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Date Time ing, all Math & English, Econom-
12/8 11am ics, Finance, & Law: appoint-
12/8 5pm ments· are a must! Call Mark
12/16 5pm Sper'gel at 802-67?2 from 4-
12/17 9·30am 8:30pm.' Or drop by In Person at
12/9 7~m the Office of Student Life at 360
12/16 12pm PAS, rm 1512.
------------12/9 12:15pm12/12 3 The Baruch College Early
12/11 5Pm Learning Center will provide
pm child care for 3-5 yo. on Saturdays,
12/16 12pm 8:45am-2pm. You must pick up an
12/10 9:30am application at 104 E. 19th St. or
12/12 11am 360 PAS, rID 1512. THIS IS A PI-
12/10 5:15pm LOT PROGRAM FOR FALL 1997.
12/11 lOam
TICKER I
tors.
The reaction to having the high
schoolstudentsat the traffic-congested
.18thStreet buildinghas been mixed,
The security personnel at the 18th
Street building said that, 'They [the
high schoolstudents] areveryrespect-
ful and always follow the rules,"
'They come early and wait patiently
in the lobby We have no complains
about them," said one security of-
ficer. "They always have their IDs
and they are even more responsible
than some college students."
Some college students have opin-
ions contrary to what the security
Personnel said. 'They are loud, and
they should not be here," said
Jeannie Li, a student from Baruch
college.
A student complained of the noise
generated by the high school stu-
dents in the 19th floor cafeteria. ''I
do not go there [19th floor] anymore
when they are there because I can't
read with the noise they make," said
a student who wished to remain
anonymous.
''Some students get annoyed be-
cause they have to wait on line when
the high school kids are here," said
Crystal Lee, manager of the cafete-
ria. ''We give the high school kids
priority because they are our biggest
customers," she said.
"Personally I think that they are
very good kids and they don't bother
anybody;" said Lee" "They act very
mature."
Lee thinks that it is a good idea
to expose high school students to the
college environment. ''I think is a
good idea because it will give them
an idea of how college will be," said
Lee. "They can experience things
that they might not have an oppor-
tunity to experience if they were in
a regular school."
4
Department of ffistory: Final examination review sessions FREE TUTORING for aeeount-
The English Writing Center will provide FREE TUTORIAL help in
Eng 2100,2150, 2800, 2850 and other courses for which these are
prerequistes. For appt. call 387-1410 or go to the l~th St. bldg, rID 1804
Career Develpment will be offering Career Workshops
All workshops are held at 151 E. 25th St.
Topic-Winning Resumes: Dec. 2, 6-8pm, room 251
Interviewing I: Dec. 3, 6-8pm, room 251
Interviewing II: Dec. 9, 6-8pm, room 251
Interviewing III: Dec. 10, 6-8pm, room 251
FDNY will be recruiting 'cadets/ US MARINES will be recruiting'
EMTS .on Dec. 11, 360 PAS, 14th on Dec. 4 & 11, 25th St. lobby,
fl. lobby, 12-3pm. 10am-3pm
continued from front page
Baruch, Not Just A
College Anymore
Chinatown to 96th street along the
East ·Side and part of West Side
Tribeea.
''We are very glad to be here, and we
are tryingto bepart ofthe community
and the College," saidMyers. ''Baruch
college has been very kind and sup-
portive,"
Unlike other special interest high
schools, BeCRS does not currently
provide a accelerated curriculum.
'This is a regular high school and not
a high school with higher education
purposes," said Myers.
"Some City University of New York
(CUNY) Colleges, such as HunterCol-
lege offers this kind ofhigh school that
emphasizes a higher education pro-
gram, which is not the case of
BCCHS," she said.
BCCHS follows the regular high
school regents curriculum which in-
cludes BiolOIDT,Mathematics, Spanish,
Art, Writing, Reading, Global Studies
and Gym.
In the future Myers is planning to
develop a curriculum with some col-
lege courses to juniors and seniors.
''For now it is still early, they [high
schoolstudents] are only fourteen," she
said
BCCHS is also in the middle of es-
tablishingafter-school programs. It is
in the process ofdevelopinga newspa-
per, a student government, a basket-
ball team and tutoring services. "We
are letting the kids create their pro-
grams andwe are acceptingtheir ideas
and suggestions," said Jill Myers
To avoid elevator conflicts with the
college students the BCCHS students
attend school from 8:00AM to 2:30 PM
During the school day, the students
only go to the cafeteria and are lim-
ited in their intra-floormobility so they
do not cause congestion on the eleva-
Course TItle
1001 Origins of Western Civilization
1001 Origins of Western Civilization
1003 Western Civilization since 1500
1003 .Western Civilization since 1500
1004 American Civilization I
1004 American Civilization I
1005 America since 1865
1005 America since 1865
2016 Europe in the Age of Renaissance
.. 2016 Europe in the Age of Renaissance
2032 Twentieth Century Europe
2032 Twentieth Century Europe
2053 American since 1945
2053 American since 1945
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that "honor," but we have always
seen it as such. We will take our
chances on a new McCarthy ... or
a new Nixon, who may have been
pardoned, but will forever be un-
pardonable.
An apology is ow-ed to Carlysle
Gustave, w-ho submitted an edito-
rial for the November 12th issue.
His home number 'Was errone-
ously included with his article,
and we at The Ticker apologize for
this mistake.
Who's Who were updating their
listings for their next edition, we
received a note asking "Any ad-
ditional honors or achievements
during the past year?"
We wrote in, "White House En-
emies List."
The editors chose not to include
Tricky Dick's List With
A Baruch Twist
TICKER OP-EDS NOVEMBER 26, 1997
By Stanley A. Frankel
Perhaps as a kind of Christmas
present, my wife and I learned on
December 21, 1973, that we had
been named to President Richard
M. Nixon's ''Enemies List."
Soon afterwards, a fellow en-
emy sent us buttons reading
"DEAN'S LIST," which we have
worn faithfully ever since.
After all, we deserved our list-
ing. I had been fighting Nixon
since the days of Jerry Voorhees
and Helen Gahagan Douglas,
serving stints as a speechwriter
for Adlai Stevenson, Hubert H.
Humphrey, George McGovern,
Robert F. Kennedy and Walter
Mondale.
Being an Enemy had its price.
Shortly after the publication of
the list, I received a telephone
call from the Internal Revenue
Service. The caller politely ad-
vised me that I had been selected
"at- random" too undergo an "ex-
perimental audit" 'of my return
submitted 18 months earlier.
Under this "experimental au-
dit," I not only needed to account
for every dollar I'd earned the
year before, which I had already
.done j.n·-triY~·retu:~~~ '6llt~~So~. .-uor"niarweniiK11Aii'fi1~tel1Itfjr."mE!Bil~~
submit a list of every dollar my
wife and I had spent that year. I
had four months. to come up with
details on everything from pay-
ments to Saks Fifth Avenue and
the A&P supermarket to $5 given
to a' street beggar in an unusual
display of holiday generosity.
My accountant and I labori-
ously assembled these details,
costing me dearly in hourly fees,
telephone calls, mailings and ant-
acid pills. The end result was an
eight-hour conference between
my accountant and the IRS, af-
ter which I was declared "clean."
I have not been audited since.
My opinion that this audit was
not entirely "at random" was re-
inforced by the recent release of
Nixon White House tapes which
recorded the president instruct-
ing his aides to have the IRS go
after "rich Jews," "liberal
McGovernites" and other, saltier
descriptive terms, all of which
would have qualified me ... except
"rich."
Other than its IRS implica-
tions, being a Nixonian Enemy
didn't change our lives very
much. In fact, on balance I think
the designation was a decided
plus.
Actually, being an Enemy
proved unexpectedly popular.
When the existence ofthe list was
revealed, we received congratula-
tory notes from friends all over
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advertising Manager or
Managing Editor at the
above address.
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Like the freezing winds of winter the year blows
coldly by and only too late do we realize how much
we've overlooked and taken for granted. As the
year's end draws near, we Baruchians must all
reflect on our activities and account for where we
are today. With the advent of the new Scholastic
Aptitude Test criterion, Baruch is sending out a
clear message to its prospective students that it
has standards that must be met. Standards that
those who have graduated constantly struggle to
prove to prospective employers.
Plans for dormitories are underway over the
23rd street post office(literally over). A reality
that was but a dream a year ago. Baruch is
growing, both internally and externally. More arid
more of our students are infiltrating Wall Street
and various other corporate environments. Slowly
but surely the name will carry a 'rep' as it did in
the past.
But these are of little concern to the average Joe,
it's Thanksgiving week and it's time to bring out
the turkey. As we sit around the table this year
and fill our plates and hearts with joy, lets reflect
on the concept of family and consider the fact that
even though we don't share the same blood, we
share the same name, Baruch. If we carry that
title well it will be more than enough to protect us
from a tough future and a cold retrospect. ~
9"1 don't want to be
left out to dry when
the bottom falls out of
this one"
However, Worldcom expects the
deal to be completed. "Ifthird par-
ties leave us alone, we've got pretty
much clear sailing with the under-
standing that we know the Justice
Department has to go through a
rather rigorous process," said
Catherine Sloan, Worldcom's chief
Washington lobbyist.
and $40. However, ifthe shares fall
below $29, Mel shareholders will
receive 1.7586 shares ofWorldcom
stock, regardless of its price. As of
Nov. 19, shares of Worldcom was
trading at $31.25.
While some investors are confi-
dent that the prices will stay above
the $291evel, others remain pessi-
mistic. "I'm not so sure about this
deal," said one skeptical investor.
"I don't want to be left out to dry
when the bottom falls out of this
one," he added.
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Japan's. 10th largest bank,
In its Dec. 1 issue Forbes
. .'. --
magazine ranked.New York City
No.1 in 1997 ashame to most .
OUTSTANDING
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Choose from programs inArchitecture,
Education, Engineering, Humanities, Music,
Sciences and Social Sciences.
DEDICATED FACULTY
Learn from award-winning scholars, scientists,
engineers, architects, authors and artists.
ACONVENIENT LOCATION
Our beautiful.35 acreM~at1an campus is easily
accessible by public transportation.
A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE
City has produced eight Nobel Prize winners, and is
among the top ten schools nationally in the number of graduates
who have gone on to earn the Ph. D. degree.
AN AFFORDABLE TUITION
Graduate tuition for New York State residents is only $4.350 per year.
(And It Ain't The
Writing!)
What Will
The Ticker
And The
New York Times
Have In Common
Next Issue?
"." ,'. :'-»,.' . . " ,v ..~ .'»
. .. ..... ~.... .
Monday, December 1
@ 3:00 pm Room 1216
360 PAS
512k Cache, 16 MB EDO RAM
16X CD Rom Drive
1.44 Floppy Disk Drive
1.7 Gig Hard Disk Drive
1 MB SVGA Card
16 Bit 3D Sound Card
33.6 FaxIModem
Mini-Tower Case
14" MaxTech Monitor
Serial Mouse
60 Watt Speakers
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Data Solutions
Computer Direct SeDer & Network Consultants
1140 E. 92nd. Street Brooklyn, NY 11236
718-649-0600
E-mail:datasolutionsI2@hotmaii.com
Student Special
INTEL PENTIUMtm 166
MMXtm
Come out
to our second meeting I
3 YEAR MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY
FIRST YEAR ON-SITE SERVICE
UNLIMITED TECHNICAL SUPPORT
$999
8
GALA of Baruch College
(Gay and Lesbian Association)
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A'small'survey'on campUs·tev~ed '
that four out of five Baruch stu-
dents knew nothing about
ALE.S.E.C., two out of the five
were not even familiar with the
name. If Roopnarine is to estab-
lish herself as a worthy successor
ofGueye and Farrier many believe
that she should raise awareness on
campus as has been done through-
out the nation.
Michael Malt summarized the
problem acurately, "it's weird be-
cause w~'refirst.on the-list ofclubs
but no.one' , about· us."
ever weekend conference for their
region which includes Rutgers,
Rhode Island and Hofstra.
Despite these accomplishments
Gueye maintains a modest stance.
"It's very challenging and I still
have a lot to learn. A.I.E.S.E.C.
shows me what I have to deal with
in the real world," said Gueye.
Gueye will remain president until
the end of the year when Susan
Roopnarine will take over the es-
teemed position. But esteem is not
a word associated with
,AI.E.S.E.C. atBarueh...~ amat-
ter offact~e.ry.JleW'~-,,,,,
,··.-8Odateaiwith·chei~~
Email: ticker_features@baruch.cun)7.edu·
added. Back then Farrier went to
AI.E.S.E.C.'s national conference
in Chicago alone but she was not
deterred. Eventually her persis-
tence showed some dividends. ''In
February 1995 we hosted thesub-
regional conference even though
we were .not an official LC," ex-
plained Farrier.
Once registered, Farrier broke
away' from convention and imple-
mented her own ideas. "I changed
the structure and focussed more on
initiating relationships with com-
panies," said Farrier. Farrier, a
, rebel in her own right, explained
that she was not comfortable with
the relationship her chapter had
with the national office. "Even
though AlE.S.E.C. U.S. was the
national office, I felt thattheywere
not attentive to the needs of the
middle-class members and so I
started up diversity programs,"
she added. As fast as 'Farriercame'
upon the scene, she left without a
trace,relin~ishing her power, to
Diatou Gueye in December
1996. "They felt slighted when I'
did not keep in touch but I knew
that it was for the best. I'm very
happy with everything,"
As well she should be for her suc-
cessor Diatou Gueye, has taken
AtE.S.E.C. to greater heights.
This yearAI.E.S.E.C. Baruch.was
voted number one LC'in the JUltion,
an honor only enhancedbythe time
they took to achieve such a goal.
Recently they hosted their first
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the SN group coordinators. On the
other end ofthe spectrum lies three
TN groups who are in charge of
Corporatetrrainee relations. Their
job is to bring foreign students into
the country and set them up in
various internships at companies
such as Citibank and Mastercard.
''It's a great feelingto help some-
one from an underdeveloped coun-
try get a chance to come to New
York and-work in an enriching cor-
porate environment," saidIsabelle
Delalex, a Finance major and one
ofthe coordinators of incoming for-
eign interns. "I bring them in," she
said with a proud smile, halfway
hidden behind her overlapping
hair. According to Ms. Delalex
some interns do not fully appreci-
ate the opportunity they are given.
"But if you compare that number
to those that do, it doesn't matter."
Roundingoffthe divisional struc-
ture ofAI.E.S.E.C. Baruch are the
Finance and Community Service
teams. Members are allowed to'
join more than one group and over-
lapping is normal.
AI.E.S.E.C. Baruch appears to
be a well-tuned, finely structured
unit, a far cry from the decrepit
state it started out in when Venita
Farrier, now an alumni, took the
helm in October 1995 when it offi-
cially became a Local Cbapter(LC).
"1 started getting info about
AI.E.S.E.C. in SePtember 1994,"
said Farrier. "After that I spent a
year rying to ge.t people tojoin," she
, Diatou Gueye, President ofAIESEC, and other members
ESEC Isn't A Cult, Is It?
By Brennon Marcano
What do you get when you put a
French lady, two African women
and a German man in one room?
Hold offon the racist/sexist punch-
line. You get an International As-
sociation of Students in Econom-
ics and Commercial Sciences meet-
ing. This pseudo comedic intro
(and your relative response) typi-,
fies the general attitudes displayed
by many Baruch, students. Yes
even at the City University ofNew
York(CUNY), where diversity, on
paper, counts as one of our many
acc~lades,"stereotyping, of..r~ces,
remain-s·-prev~ent. .:Whtle""mwly
laugh, ignore the problem and re-
treat to their various ethnic club
rooms, ALE.S.E.C. decided to open
their doors up to everyone and of-
fer them a multi-cultural experi-
ence.
"1 realized that Al.E.S.E.C. had
a lot to offer," said Michael Mak,
a relative newcomer to.A;I.E.S.E~C.
Mak, an International Marketing
major, joined ALE.S.E.C. last se-
mester because he believed that
their programs would benefit him
in his desired course of study;
"A.LE.S.E.C. exposed me to differ-
ent cultures," added Mak. "The '
international internships really
interested me. That was the main
reason why I joined," he further
indicated.
One of the main attractions of
ALE.S.E.C. is its international
internships. To date two Baruch
students have been sent abroad on
internships. One went to
Singapore and the other the Neth-
erlands. Nineteen more are in the
process of leaving. "We have the
capacity to send about fifty stu-
dents abroad," said Diatou Gueye,
outgoing president ofAl.E.S.E.C.
Baruch, "we just need to bring in
more people," she added. There are
presently 25 members in
ALE.S.E.C. Baruch and this is di-
vided into two main groups called
SNsand TNs.
The SN group specializes in stu-
dent relations and acts as the .
managerial force behind the out-
going internships. "We send stu-
dents on internships to other coun-
tries," said Marta Bekele, one of
f
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time leading and controlling than
planning and organizing, I still
have to approach each product
with a specific strategy. One strat-
egy that I am particularly fond of
is the economy strategy. J. will cre-
ate a system that is only margin-
ally compliant with Navy stan-
dards, but is the lowest price. The
Navy is looking to get the best
value for its dollars. The difference
in quality between our product and
that of our competitors is an issue
that can be debated. Price, on the
other hand, is black and white.
Ticker: What kind of experiences
do you have with managerial tech-
niques such as Total Quality Man-
agement (TQM) and SWOT analy-
sis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Op-
portunities, and Threats).
JC: In regard to TQM, all manag-
ers at our corporation are required
to take a course on the subject. I
feel that the idea of constant im-
provement stressed by TQM is im-
portant and true, but at the same
time somewhat self evident. Yet, I
also feel that the course did im-
prove the output ofhis department
to a small degree, in that it brought
the ideas to the forefront ofhis con-
sciousness. We also use SWOT
analysis. I use information from
the marketing and research de-
partments, as well as other
sources, to determine what oppor-
, 'tunitiec aila- threats" eXist Within'
.. ". . .
the market. I then look internally
at our strengths and weaknesses
relative to our major competitors.
I then exploit the opportunities of
the market for which our
company's strengths are most
suited.
TIcker: What do you like most and
least about your job.
JC: What I like most is taking a
vague idea and turning into a vi-
able concept, and then turning that
concept into a creative and inno-
vative product. The administrative
hassles of working for a large bu-
reaucracy, is what I like least. The
politics and procedures create in-
efficiencies that lead to frustration
and wasted time. It is the millstone,
one must wear around one's neck
in any large company.
TIcker: What is the most signifi-
cant issue facing you as a manager
today.
JC: Our corporation is now look-
ing to hire thousands of technical
people, but there just isn't that
large a number of qualified people
out there. The surge in demand for
this many workers is due to many
factors. The major cause is that the
government has finally realized
that it has been neglecting defense
spending for close to a decade. Now
the government wants to rectify
that by ordering many new sys-
tems. Orders are pouring in from
the Army, Navy, and Airforce and
there just isn't enough knowledge-
able labor to fill the orders fast
enough.
By Gideon Moskovitz
*************
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Estee Lauder Cos. .Inc., producer
of make-up products arid fra-
grances, said it would buy
Av~da Corp." a maker of sham-
poo's and hair care products, for
$300 .milfion in' cash. Aveda is '
....
based in Minneapolis and sells
7()O products primarily through
di stributors to about 30,000
professional salons.
"
**.******.**••
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EI Dorado Hills, Caltf.-based
Rippey Corp., the world's larg-
est supplier of polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) products supplier to the
technology. industry, promoted
Jill Todd to vice president of fi-
nance and operations.' "Todd re-
ceived her bachelor's in finance
from California State University;
Sacramento.
••••••••*••••
Heller Allen was appointed vice
president of corporate communi-
cations ofStaples Inc. Allenjoins Ford Motor Co. says that it
Staples from Raytheon where she plans to upgrade the Rouge
served as vice president of corpo- Complex in Dearborn, Michi-
rate communications. Staples' gan. The plan includes build-
currently operates 659 office ing a new engine and installing
product superstores .throughcut a new: pai~t shop. The Rouge
the United States and Canada in 'was built in 1918 by Henry Ford
addition to 40 stores in 'theand:wasconsidered to be a mar-
United Kingdom' and 17 in Ger-' "velofma$$proauc'tion because'
many. it included everything from a
me~alstamping' facility to a
,glass plant~ "':',' '
(,
t
Dear Boy Talk, Girl Talk,
I enjoy pleasing my girl-
friend orally and she seems to
enjoy it as well but my prob-
lem is that she doesn't really
reciprocate. What can I do to
communicate that I enjoy oral
sex performed on me?
- Oral Roberts
Girl Talk says to Oral Rob-
erts: Is your 'Lil Bob' dirty?
There is nothing more disgust-
ing than a dirty penis. Not
only does it look nasty, it
smells like dead fish. If it not
a hygiene reason, it's probadly
a psychological reason. Most
. likely she's embarrassed about
going down on you. Maybe she
doesn't know how to perform
oral sex and if she tries, she'll
iuet make an ass out ofherself.
Best way to handle this is to
give your penis a good scrub-
bing and afterwards teach her
how to ·blowthe·monkey. .. --,
..1tB"ritltiJaY8~"'··qae8fions
for·1Joy.:Talli/Girl
'Ta.tk·:caTt:·be.--~il~oP'.ijJed·
Qff:in ...t1l,e··.Fe.atures
,Editor's mailbox' in
..the·.,'fi:~k~rco~~.'.·(3~(J
'PAS·B.tiI.~:'1li21).·or via
·····:·:~~~:I·:j~: .
tfck;j:If;ahtres@
.·sesu~bafttch.eunv.·ed
. '.'::,: .' .. ,....... ::'; :;,..:.; :,' :. ;': '_"",_.. ..,v·~~~, ..
then it'll be the two of you do-
ing overtime in the 'company
conference room after hours.
Dear Boy Talk, Girl Talk,
I've been with this girl for
only a few weeks and I want to
know what should I get her for
Christmas.
- Bummed Out
been going out for four years.
Do you think he would just let
her go for me? I don't really
think so but I don't know what
this guy wants from me. Oh, I
forgot, -he's smart and cute,
that's why I'm interested in
him.
Girl Talk says to Hopeful:
Like all my advice to others 'in
your situation: watch the girl's'
move for a week and when the
time is right, WHACK her! Find
out for sure if he is really inter-
Girl Talk says to Bummed ested in the other girl. He might
Out: It's not worth it to have a be using this other girl to make
guy dump his girlfriend for you you jealoue and thus force you
because the only thing he wants to express your true feelings to-
from you is SEX. Most likely wards him. Actually, there is a
this is just an infatuation and better idea. Go to work wear-
you'll forget about him within 3 ing nothing but a trench coat
months. If you are really inter- ,and when you are alone -with
ested in him, get to know him him, flash him. If he stands in
better and try not to rush into attention, you've won his heart.
things too quickly. There is a
way to find out if this relation-
ship will work. All you have to
do is have a one night stand
with him and ifthing don't work
out the morning after than it
was not meant to be.
Girl Talk says to Kris: Take
her to a four star hotel and give
her a wild night of nonstop sex.
Or ifyou're cheap, you can take
her to a roach motel but she
might not want to make love to
you. If she's not ready for sex,
just take her out to dinner and
buy her a miniature size Christ-
mas tree. If she's smart she'll
know what to do with the 'lil
Christmas tree.
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Dear B.oy Talk, Girl Talk,
I like a guy at work. He knows
I like him but I think he might
be interested in another girl at
work. I want to tell him how I
feel about him. What should I
do to win his heart?
- Kris Kringle
Boy Talk says to Hopefub It
seems to me your situation is
hopeless, Hopeful. If this guy
likes another girl, you're just
going to either be A) a person
he j usts comes to for advice on
how he can win the heart of the
girl he has his eyes set on or B)
you're going to be ignored. How-
euer, fear not, because if you
become option A, he might end
up learning that you're the one
for him and not Miss Thing in
the cubicle across from him, and
- Hopeful
Girl Talk says to Angry:
Watch the boyfriend's routine for
a week and when the time is
right, WHACK him. This way
the girl will think you're her
Knight in Shirting Armour and
fall right into your arms. Get
Real! If you think. that's really
going to happen than I'm
Batgirl!/ The best way is to let
her know that she is being
treated like %$#@ and that she
deserves to be treated better.
Also let her know that YOU can
provide her the love and tender-
ness her boyfriend neglected to
give her. Truthfully, I think you
are barking up the wrong tree.
This girl probably enjoys being
treated like %$#@. She's kinky -
like that and to turn her on take
a bat and knock some sense into
her.
Dear Boy Talk, Girl Talk,
I seem to like this guy that
goes to Baruch and he likes me
but he has a girlfriend. They've
- Angry
Boy Talk, Girl Talk is an ad-
vice column that tries to shed
light on all aspects of life. We
try to give views on both the
male and female perspective,
since they tend to differ; We are
not experts in this, but we can
all use some advice at one point
or another. So feel free to sub-
mit questions to us. We will do
our best to give you answers.
Dear Boy Talk, Girl Talk,
I like a girl but she has a boy-
friend who's treating her like
%$#@!. What should I do about
this?
.,
.,
chapters (each college "branch"
is called a chapter), throughout
the United States, Switzerland,
Europe, the Caribbean Islands
and Africa.
At the step show competition
the "Great Eight" proved that
they were chipped form that old
good block. This evening of song
and dance in a friendly and
warm atmosphere was a prove
for that. The dance segments
were beautifully done, and
the dancing rave of the after-
math were pleasing to the eye
and soul. '
Mr. Turner does not hide his
interest that more students
would join the Phi Beta Sigma.
"It is a great fun, and compar-
ing to other forms of entertain-
ment, I think we offer activities
which are enjoyable and add
pride to our members. "
program director Neville Parker. through a more effective coordina-
And for that, she says, "they have tion of CUNY-wide efforts, NYC
to be competitive on the GPA. AMP has developed the Scienee,
level." Engineering and MathematiCs Re-
They are that. The program de- search Articulation Project
.mands it - and rewards their ef- (SEMRAP). This involves a group
fort. Notwithstanding the com- of senior-college professors who un-
petitiveness of the scientific re- dertake research projects in part-
search field, NYC AMP alumni nership with community College
have gone on to join such compa- professors and students tofacili-
nies as Goodyear, Merck & Co., tate greater communication be-
Hughes Aircraft, Corning and tween community- and senior-col-
mM. Starting salaries at those lege faculty.
Another of the program's uniquecompanies
range from elements is CUNY/GISS,. a part-
$29,000 to nership between CUNY and the
$ 4 0,000 National Aeronautics and Space
yearly, And Administration's Goddard Insti-
many ofthe tute for Space Studies. That part-
companies nership includes a component
pay for the called the NASA/GISS Institute for
graduates Climate and Planets, in which stu-
to continue dents and faculty from CUNY and
their edu- NewYork City high schools colIabo-
cation. rate with NASA scientists on re-
"[Our search projects. Course materials
studen t s] related to ICP have been developed
have made for the Internet,. Scalzo says.
themselves Among NYC AMP's second-phase
com pet i_initiatives are to hire graduate stu-
t i v e ," dents as activity coordinators at
Richards the' CUNY campuses; they would
notes, add-earn $16,000 a year for a 20-hour
ing: "Once week and would also have their
you have a CUNY graduate school tuition
good GPA, waived; a new SEM teacher prepa-
once you've ration program, for which NSF has
done re- provided $100,000 this year; and
sea r c h implementation of a social and be-$i!SC:::=l 'o~~y<:)u'~~ ·havi(jr"lilscierices-spe~Hf~iza.tion.
E?T·V~' been pub- ''This year we have a $25,000 plan-
lished, it's a ning grant for the social and behav-
ioral science component,". Scalzo
says.
"Students crave opportunities,"
observes Richards. "All they need
is exposure to research. Once you
expose a student to the opportuni-
ties they can have through a pro-
gram such as ours, it takes on a life
of its own. They're usually self-
motivated after that."
that time, would be able to
"discuss nonschool subjects in
private." They were to imitate
Greek and Roman secret societ-
ies established 5000 years ago.
Their motto was summarized as
"friendship, mirth, conviviality,
silence, and charity. "
Since than fraternities, and
later as feminism came along,
sororities, have been deeply
embedded into the American
higher education landscape. In
1914, three students at Howard
Univeraity established Phi Beta
Sigma. According to the frat's
web site their declared cause
was to set a club "consists of
men dedicated to enhancing
great minds and promoting
systematic fellowship, African-
American freedom, justice,
equal rights, and service to
America's communities".
Nowadays Phi Beta Sigma has
105,000 members with 650
different level of competition. You
stand out."
eWe now have approximately 100
research assistants," Scalzo says,
adding that he hopes to see CUNY
students "not just stop at the
bachelor's level, but go on to get
their master's and Ph.D., and go
out to business and industry."
To help realize this vision
ance?
. :·4
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are to
spanned more than 30 years to
become program administrator full
time. He aims to implement NYC
AMP principles and initiatives
uniformly throughout the CUNY
system.
''I've worked very closely with a
number of minority students and
researchers," Scalzo says. "Ihad an
interest in nurturing these people
and keeping them in the pipeline."
Indeed, he and other NYC AMP
leaders are committed to that
"pipeline",
as CUNY
students
benefit
through the
research
stipends,
paid tutor-
Frank Scalzo, projeet administrator
curriculum - they're involved in
research early on [in their stud-
ies]."
The program encourages study
also at the graduate level because
if science is to mean anything, it
must extend at least that far, and
beyond. "Our goal is to get these
students into graduate school,"
says Desiree Richards, assistant to
. .
mg pOSI-
tions and
scholar-
ships it
m a k e s
available.
"These
people don't
have to
work at
McDonald's"
while they
study,.
Scalzo
notes "be-,
cause the
program al-
.Iows [for]
integrating
research
into the
Apparently the Baruch representa-
tives have a longtime tradition with
participating and winning in compe-
titions ofthis kind. According toAlec
Turner, 22, a C.I.S senior and presi-
dent of Phi Beta Sigma at Baruch,
his club's team has been steppin'
since 1990, and it has won about 25
times during this time period. "Each
of.our members. has more than one
trophy in his home," he said. That is
quite an achievement, since partici-
pants come from other CUNY col-
leges such as City College and
Hunter,and from NYU, John Jay,
and L.I.U.
For many Baruch students,
Greek lettered fraternities and
sororities are a mystery. Accord-
. ing to the Kappa Alpha Society
Website the first students clubs
were established as early as the
18th century. They were estab-
lished so students, who were
supervised under ridged conduct
policies ?held? at the colleges of
Minorities. Getting Ahead In The Future?
12
-
ByDavid S. Ortiz
The future, it is said, belongs to
science and technology. It will be-
long also to NewYork City, the City
University of New York and mem-
bers of minority groups
underrepresented in the sciences,
if Dr. Frank Scalzo and NYC AMP
have any say in the matter.
They do.
Scalzo is project administrator of
the New York CityAlliance for Mi-
nority Participation, a consortium
of CUNY colleges dedicated to in-
creasing minority and female par-
ticipation in the sciences, technol-
ogy,engineering and mathematics.
With headquarters at City Col-
lege, NYC AMP gets funding from
the National Science Foundation
and provides a range of research
and scholarship opportunities for
CUNY undergraduate students.
Established in November, 1992
with 11 participating schools, it
now has campus coordinators at 16
CUNY community and senior col-
leges.
This November the program en-
tered its second five-year phase.
The goal of the first phase was to
double the numbers of minority
CUNY students in the sciences
over a five-year period. Nationally,
minority enrollment in the study
of engineering, just one of NYC
AMP's specialty areas, peaked at
about the time the program was
started. But those numbers have
fallen recently because ofsuch fac-
tors as financial hardship and poor
pre-college preparation. NYC
AMP's mission is to bring those
numbers back up - within the
CUNY system, at least.
As a professor of mathematics
and computer science at
Queensborough Community Col-
lege since 1981, Scalzo steered
countless students to advanced
study - and careers - in the vari-
ous science branches. He recently
retired from a teaching career that
By Shai Tzach
It was as rhythmic as "Stomp,"
energetic as "Bring In Da (a C &
REX Noise, Bring In Da Funk,"
and colorful as "the Blue Man's
Group." It was the fifth annual
step show dance competition held
at New York Univesity, and danc-
ers from Baruch's Phi Beta Sigma
fraternity won first place. Most
importantly, however, is the fact
that participants proved that
their fraternity's motto has not
been forgotten.
After half an hour of delay, the
competition, which was held at
NYU's Loeb auditorium on Sat-
urday, Nov.15th started. The
event was organized and judged
by the Organization of Black
Women at NYU, which hosted
members of the eight predomi-
nately black Greek-lettered fra-
ternities. All revenues from
addmission were donated to char-
ity_
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imbalance body chemistry (miner-
als, vitamins, etc). The common
accepted ignorance is that one can
"catch a cold." A "cold" is devel-
oped, not caught. You cannot
"catch healthy" by standing near
a healthyperson. So it follows that
you cannot catch a cold by contact-
ing some 'strange virus.' A dis-
eased (toxic) body has little defense
against.a strange virus, and .is the
perfect environment for them. The
catarrh (mucous) discharge called
, . a "cold" is the body's attempt to rid
itself of waste (toxic impurities)
. that it could not pass out through
the bowel.s (manure or urine or
perspration. This dis-eased rnu-
.cous drains out the body via the
lungs and nasal passage and is ig-
norantly called a "cold." Generally,
it is caused by constipation or a
diet of partial foods (junk foods)
. which produces partial health
known as a disease. The body is
not diseased, it is in a state of"dis-
eased" called a "cold."
been graded. Consequently, the cals. The use ofphosphates allows
ratio of fat to meat is soley con- water to be sold at ham prices.
trolled by themeat industry, not Some hams have over 10% water
the federal government. Fat is the in them. Further, the meat indus-
storage place for high concentra- try, wanting to avoid this regula-
tions for poisonous chemicals. tion., started buying hams locally
Ham is injected with synthetic for their stores in each individual
pickling fluidIsmoked flavor) and state.
phosphates. Phosphates allow COLDS, FLU
ham to hold water. Moreover, the Colds are a commerical term
poisonous chemicals used in pick- . given to dis-ease. Colds are a
ling ham are never listed. . The .bodily defense reaction to toxic or .
USDA has approved these chemi-polluted septic bodysystem and/or
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Alternative Views On
Health and Living.
By Hezekiah Amaro
and Orlando Green
Welcome to the first installment of
the Holistic Health Corner. In this
section, we will provide a great
.amount ofinformation ofvital im-
portance to the world community.
This information is essential for
professionals and everyone to uti-
lize in life style and to self.
PORK
.It is illegal to feed raw garbage
to hogs. However, processed
(cooked) garbage is legal. This
cooked garbage is so-called animal
feed/food and causes animal
animia, ulcers and systemic disor-
ders (dis-ease in the entire pig),
anti-biotics such as copper sulfate
(a poison) is fed to hogs to increase
their growth. It also causes nerve
and brain damage, senility and de-
creases the life span. Of course,
these chemicals are passed along
to the consumer of animal flesh.
Cancerous hogsanddis-eased hogs
are masked by giving them inocu-
lations. Moreover, pork has never
Aries (Mar. 21-Apr.19) wants and needs? If you pay atten- ercise cooperation. An exciting new will be expected to take on additional
Timeto improveon your relationships. tion to yourself everything will fall in relationship will arise that will make responsibilities (don't shy away), this
Encourage and support your partner, place aroundyou. The grades thatyou you look at the world a different way could lead to greater rewards. Feel-
you will benefit from this. Time to try recently received on an assignment (have you tried any of our fab clubs ing confident in the financial sector?
something new, go on a new educa- mightbeunfairlyassessed. Watchout and organizations?). Two problems Make investments (those finance
tiona! track (remember to go to cur- forexcessive touchiness, you may take though.it may not last that long and courses really do oome in handy) or
riculum guidance when it's not that offense too quickly, so keep your cool. secondbe carefulofthe deception that increase other resources in which you
crowded) or travel to new places. Ex- You feel a need to be useful to society, is involved. But better to have loved have an interest. When someone asks
press yourself, be heard. Conflict will make sure this is what you want, ev- than never loved at all. Yeh Right. for help, thinkwisely. Theperson will
work to your advantage. Don't slow eryonewillbe askingyouforhelp (keep Scorpio (Oct.24-Nov.22) resent you ifyou don't help, but sacri-
down. Work towards those goals and a watchful eye on those class notes). Rest and Relaxation is high on the fices will have to be made. Go with
ambitions. Leo (July 23-Aug.22) priority scale. Reflecton the past and your gut instincts.
Taurus (Apr.20-May 20) Don'tgostirringthingsup. Watchout it will lead you to a decisions on the Aquarius (Jan.20;.Feb.18)
You may feel very pressured and frus- to arguments. This week is great for future. You are even more sensitive, You feel an influence that may make
trated now, but don't do anything im- romance. Someone new will comeinto perceptive and intuitive than usual. you want to break free of all restrie-
pulsive, such as marking an answer your life or your existing relationship Towards the end of this month you tions andresponsibilities. (that doesn't
without reading an exam question will perk up (ethnic restaurants are start to feel more sociable again. mean not going to your classes) When
twice, itmaycost youyour grades. Get great this time ofyear). You will have Moneyandpeople are attracted to you considering all this freedom, think
in tune with your innerself. Remem- all the energyyou need for any kind of (dub,whose not attractedto a new rich about the consequences. Don't letyour
ber the phrase "what goes around creativeexpressionandfun. Youoome person). Buteasycome,easygo. Make judgment beclouded. Youroptimism
comes around''? Any ofyourbad deeds close to admittingsomething sensitive sure during this timethat you make and communication skiJls makes you
_ willoometobiteyoubacknow. There's about the past. Don't procrastinate, use ofyour new found buddies andes- a great leader. Avoid being bossy or
nothingyoucando,justlearnyourles- (finals are coming up). tablishconnections(afterall we are in insensitive. Let others have a say.
sons and don't do it again. Wise up, VIrgo (Aug.23-Sept.22) a business school). Ifyou start feeling There isa possibilityofgainingweight,
be kind Concentrate on what you can This month take oontrol. Have more a sense of insecurity, don't worry. Go watch what you eat.
give and not on what you can.get. power over your finances. You'have with the flow. Pisces (Feb.19-Mar.20)
Gemini (May 21.June21) . been uncharacteristically lacking in Sagittarius (Oct.24-Nov.22) Worried about financial situations?
Major changes are called for, there is patience, what's up? .Have you been Have more control of your life~. You Now is a great time to make conser-
a strain on your significant relation- compulsive lately? Think before you have the courage and motivation to vative investments that could bring
ship. Face thesituation; don'tbeafraid speak. You are beingirritableandun- . take a Chance. ·00 right ahead Just you steady, if small returns (that
Ifyou avoid this problem the problem compromising, You're beinga painto 'be sure YQU don't step 911someonetoes. means s1:oJ'~shopping and save, you
willget worse. Yourcaring'naturewill. others. Stopthe insanity!!! Yourimage isbetter than. ever, good .increase the-interest, in ~u.r savings
help you get tbroughan:yoonmct that . Libra (Sept.23-Oct.23) , position to win friends and influenee: account). 'Work.hard on. something
willarise. Tbisis a great time for you -. You feel vigorous and inclined to fo- people-tis there something thatyou Ulat'simportanttoyou Acontlictwitll
to be involved in anytliingrecteational cus on' personal matters. It's okay to "always wantedr Relationships with . authorityh.J~~ ex~1iiplamacy.
(try the gymon 17Lex),as]pngas-it's' include your own physical and emo- . .relatives are positive. Take.partin ~ This is a great fime to preplan goal.
on a solo basis. Try weightlifting, tion needs,~t me, this is a good' ,_ teaching Youngchildren or in actlvi-' ., seekiniaetiVities'(baveyou 'Visited the
avoid anything that requires relying time.' IfyoutakecareofyourseH: only ties What everyou do, this monthis . ,. eareer:servioes'ofticelately?). Spend-
on team members. then can you take care of others. lucky forYou.·· . ".~ ·ingtimea1oneisbeneficial for you. You
Cancer (June 22-July 22) . Watch out:for small injuries (step on 'Capricorn (Dec.22-Jan.19) get to reevaluate your life so tar. You
Your personal life is your focus now. in the cramped elevators). Complica- Confusion withinyourprotession. Re- will become in tune with your
Have you been neglecting your own tions will arise on the home front. Ex- . evaluateandmake adjustments. You . strengths and weaknesses,
,
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FRIDAY-SUNDAY .
SUPEABOWL PARTY WEEKEND!
ELITE Expedit:io:ns'
5PARTIES IN 3DAYSl OPEN BAR! FREE SKI RENTAL!
. , . '. -
'ffi~~g
PL.U5:Large Indoor Pool, Large JacuzzI,llIlIards,Arcacte,SftowmobUlng,Horseback Rlcllng,lce
Skatlnl,Snowboardlnl,Outlet Shopping and morel Fees may be reqUired.
PR!CES ARE ,PEA PERSON FOA MORE INFO AND AESEFnIATIONS:
.. I" a room: !Ia'9 ANGEL RAMOS: 917-4&9-3SOS
S Tn CI roo",:S20 orJEFF LAMBOY:917-&SZ-4843
Z In CI· roo",.$21 E-Mail: EllteNY®AOI..COM
Or stop by the P.R.I.D.E.lounge at 360 PAS In room 1423
and see Jeff Lamboy, P.R.I.D.E. President, or leave himamessage.
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Please note: Remedial and Graduate courses are not listed.
The faculty evaluation in this issue represents the average
ranking a professor received from his/her class based on pre-
paredness, objectivity and enthusiasm. The. numbers are
based on a scale of1 (lowest) to 5 (highest), and are compiled
by the Baruch College administration. Please note thatwe've
published the professors' evaluation average per course sec-
tion. These grades are not the result of research conducted
by The Ticker.
The evaluations are based on surveys from the Spring 1997
semester. Some professors have exercised their right towith-
hold their evaluation results and are, therefore, not included.
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CARIBBEAN STUDENTS ASSOC.
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Email Club Corner
entries! .
ticker_features
@Scsu.baruch.cu.ny.edu
...... ~ .
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
The MUSLIM STUDENTSASSOCIATION
was created to show a representation ofMus-
lims at Baruch College, to provide members
and other students with an understanding of
what Islam.has to offer, to try and follow the
religion to the best of our ability, to convey a
message of peace and under-standing to all
students, to do what's right and help others
under the guidance of Islam and to have an
atmosphere of brotherhood by which others
outside the club can look upon.
- . . . . . . . .
The CARIBBEAN STUDENTSASSO-
elATION promotes pofitieariin4~lt.urar·
awareness among alI. ;Caribbeall .. ~s·t'U~_·:'· .. <,
denes, with the hcpe fhatawareneaa will'.
engender political and economic unity,
progress and development in.the·Carib-
bean..This club sponsors foOd··.fe$tivals
.~.!l.~._~~~!-!~~L~!.~.~~.~.at t~~_Co,J!~e~_.._~_. .
.NATIONAL ASSOCIA'rION-OF'BLACK .
ACCOUNTANTS (NABA)
The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
BLACKACCOUNTANTS is a national mem-
bership organization with the primary pur-
pose of developing, encouraging and serving
as a resources for grater participation by Af-
rican Americans and other minorities in the
accounting profession. Its programs'are de-
signed to providesupport to those profession-
als seekinghigher levels ofaccomplishments,
help strengthen the skills of it student mem-
bers, identify opportunities for minority stu-
dents and professionals in the accounting
profession and encourage a .greater number
of minorities to enter the accounting field.
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SOUL SURVIVORS
HAITIAN CULTURAL SOCIETY
ASIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
AIESEC is the largest non-profit, st~~nt-rUn,·· . .
Salt Pasel Did you know there was a Haitian international exchange program in th.~wo'."~d..·Its .. ' ...
Club at Baruch?! We at the Haitian Cultural purpose is to contribute to the develop~tQfour
. . dedi ted . I· ~ and their people~A all oveaMiiDD .Soeiety-are ea to presel"Vlng~exp ormgcounu~ .. .. ... '. .. ..: .. ~~':' ..
and celebrating our beautiful Haitian Culture. commitment to International understandlng'and
Come and be a part of our wonderful Haitian cooperation. AIESEC was designed to~~vide:
family. It's never too late to join!!!! Our club young people with an opportunity to gaing~
room is located in room 1416 in 360 PAS. Our perspectives and understandingthrougha foreign
general meetings are held in 'the 2015 in 360 management training experie.nce..~oda!"~
PAS~ Look for our tsble at Club Fair. Hope to students at more than 820 universities, luclu(bng
see you soon!!!!! Baruch College, in 87 countries worldwidearrange
Remember C'est L"UniOD Fait La Force short teim jobs for one another on areciprocal basis.
These management traineeships are provided ~y
manyof the world's leading companies an:d~rgani­
zation who recognize tile importance ofinvesting in
today '5 youth. We welcome all of you to experience
tour internationalism and leadership training by .
attendi rigour National Conference.hostedon
December 27th- January 3rd in Portland, Oragon.
To learn more about AIESEC and .what we offer feel
free to contact us at: 212 802 9067 or. Email:
aiesec@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
The ASIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION is
involved in many areas ofstudent life on cam-
pus. We offer social activities such as trips,
films, parties and arious gatherings on and off
campus. We try to help and answer any prob-
lems or questions you may have concerning
school, work, registration, financial aid or even
choosing what classes to take for your major.
Our main purpose is to promote friendship and
to try to help many students benefit from their
education .at Baruch. Ifyou have any questions
or are curious, feel free to come up and see us
or visit our web site.
FILiPINO~AMERlCANCLUB
HII.I.EL
The FlLIFINO-AMERICAN CLUB is an or-
ganization that serves as a center for students
to meet and get acquainted with other students
from the Philippines. Social activities and cul-
tural events are offered.
HILLEL is different from the "typical" Hillel
at a residential campus where Hillel provides
the basis for campus Jewish community. It pro-
vides programs and resource materials on is-
sues and occasions of Jewish interest. It is an
organization that appeals to the interest of any
student, regardless of his/her degree of knowl-
edge or commitment on Jewish topics. It wel-.
comes respectful disagreement as much as
agreement. Hillel will act as ombudsman for any
.student or faculty member faced with anti-
Semitism or discrimination. Thus, as Hillel
serves the Jewish needs of campuses through-
out the world, Hillel answers the call for com-
munityat Baruch. Visit our website.
STUDENTS FOR STUDENTS
WEST INDIAN CULTURAL CLUB
ASEDOM
AssociatiOit.ofDominam
Students .
We at AsEDoM &re'aculturaIly basedorgani-
za~. WebeUeveinpreservingourheritagewhile.
exposing other etJmic groups to the historic back-
ground andeustoms ofour Caribbean life. We are
interested in:.meeting new people who are serious
and dedicated to changing the I atino image to a
more positive onewhilehavingtons offun doing it.
Ifyou would like to tindout more, drop by room
1512 ofthe360PAS buildingand drop a note in the
ASEDOM mail box. Leave your name and a tele-
phone number where you. can be reached.
<
GAMMA PHI RHO
Do you know that there is a sorority at
Baruch? A sorority is a group of individu-
als that over time becomes a family. Our
sorority is very diverse as well as unique.
Our motto is « Breaking all barriers" be-
cause we are not the typical sorority. If you
want to become part of our happy little fam-
ily, come check us out at room 2056 at PAS
during Club Hours.
HAIL THE HONORABLE MARCUS
GARVEY! The SOUL SURVIVORS aim to pr0-
duee a culture-centered vibe among students
of color and to question our positions in the
world as a requirement to become a true hu-
man civilization. We struggle against oppres-
sive ideas of racism, sexism (patriarchy), and
the ideas ofthe upper class. W~ encourage stu-
dents to take an interest in local, national, and
world news, issues and events pertaining to
themselves.. We plant seeds that willchaDge
the status ofour communities socially, economi-
cally; politically, 'and mentally, The SOULSUR-
VIVORS promote off campus activities with
grassroots organizations, i.e. feeding programs,
conferences, rallies, cop watches, poetry read-
ings and etc. _This year we are wOrking on a
.The primary~ -ofSTUDENTS FOR· hook..drive_ioz:.prison~.the.annual, Heather...
STUDENTS is to assist and encouragenew 'Ibussaint student scholarship and educating
and incoming students to excel academically students on budget cuts.
as well as socially through networking tech-
niques. The club sponsors films, dances,
guest speakers and reference seminars.
NEW GENERATION/ FOCUS
TABLE TENNIS CLUB
NEW GENERATION! FOCUS. is a new club
which aims to enhance the cultural and social as-
pects of student life at Baruch, This is done by
orchestratingvarious activities bothon andoffcam-
puswithotherstudentorganizations. We hopethat
these activities will promote unity amongst our
diverse clubs. We believe that as a united~
studentswill be a strongerforce to be reckoned with
on campus. Want tojoin us in theempowerment
ofBarochstudents? Dropus a note at our mailbox
at the StudentLife Centerat 360 PAS orvisitusat
Baruch's website.
This is a club which was formed in 1974 to
promote West Indian culture, not only at Baruch
College, but on the North American continent.
Our club consists ofmulti-talented students not
only from the various West Indian islands but
from other parts ofthe globe. However, ourcom-
mon goal remains: to promote the West Indian
culture and tobridge thegap that exists between
other cultures and our own. We present to the
Baruch community different aspects ofthe West
Indian culture through various media: fihns, .
speakers, fashion shows, dance ofthe various is-
lands, arts and crafts exhibitions, All are welcome
to participate.
The TABLE TENNIS CLUB's purpose is
to provide the Baruch community with a re-
laxing environment in which to enjoy the game
of table tennis. The TABLE TENNIS CLUB
also promotes Caribbean culture with the an-
nual Caribbean Jeopardy Contest where
Baruch students can participate in a
multicultural affair.
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4.73
4.08
3.87
4.26
4.10
3.45
4.35
4.39
4.38
4.63
4.77
4.30
4.46
, 4.26
4.37
4.37
2.78
4.44
3.90
4.57
-4.32
3.66
3.79
4.68
4.64
~.18
4.52
4.57
3.85
4.21
4.57
4.36
4.38
3.67
4.44
4.45
4.23
4.50
3.86
3.75
4.58
EDU 5010
REIS
EDU 5210L
MOORE
ENG 2100
BLOCK
CALDERWOOD
DARIN
DENNE
ENTES
HAYES'
HAYNES·
HENTZI
HUMPRIES
KEYSER
MARLOW
MERLE
MOOR
POLLEY
RACKOW
SCOTT
TOWNS
YAFFE
TOWNS
ENG 2150
BARASCH
BURTON
CATZ
COHEN
CURLEY
DELANO
DISALVO
DOBBELMANN
FEAST
GETZEN
GLUCK
GOODMAN
GUTHRIE
HERMANNS
HUMPHRIES
JORDAN
KAUVAR
LAWRENCE
LEAL
LENNOX
MCCLELLAN
QUINN
ROBINSON
SHAPIRO
SILBERMAN
STASI
TILLONA
TIMM
VACCARO
ENG 2500
ROSENBERG
ENG 2800
BRENT
DELANO
HALLOWELL
MENGAY
SILBERMAN
TRITT
ENG 2850
ALLAN
BERGGREN
BRENKMAN
DARIN
DENNE
HENTZI
ROLLYSON
SCHULMAN
SCOTTO
ENG 3010
MCCLELLAN
. ENG 3015
GLUCK
ENG 3020
SCOTTO
ENG 3025
TODD
4.09
4.25
4.07
3.99
4.71
3.94
3.90
3.78
4.25
4.49
2.35
4.91
4.23
4.09
4.87
4.43
3.90
3.78
4.05
4.22
3.43
3.69
4.29
3.27
4.40
4.32
4.04
4.56
3.58
3.99
4.55
4.37
4.14
4.17
4.59
4.45
4.51
4.37
3.12
4.65
4.84
3.74
4.00
3.95
4.36
4.63
3.67
4.39
3.61
3.80
4.28
4.17
3.16
4.51
3.41
REIS
RYAN
CIS 4367
GOLDSTEIN
CIS 4500
ECO 4100
GERSHUN
EDU 1101
ANSTENDIG
EXUM
KLEINMAN
EDU 3001
KLEINMAN
TANNERS
EDU 3010
FRIEDES
NIU
I' EDU 3020
MOSES
EDU 5001L
UZOAGA
EDU S003L
STEPHAN
TAKSA
THOrv~AS
CIS 3100
CROKER
TAKSA
RYAN
CIS 3200
SAYLANI
CIS 3367
ANDRUS
COHEN
GOLDSTEIN
CIS 3400
KRAUSS
CIS 3500
AKHTER
DAVID
GHAURI
CIS 3630
THOMAS
CIS 3900
TELLER
CIS 4100
GARNETT
GRENHOLM
CIS 4200
DAVID
LONDON
CIS 4670
BROOKS
CIS 4900
DENKER
DUMAS
FERNSECO 1001
HUCKINS
JOYCE
KLEINBERG
KORENMAN
ECO 1002
TANSEY
TANSEY
WEISS
ECO 3100
AFRES
SCHWALBE
ECO 3220
SENCICEK
ECO 3250
STONE
ECO 3501
GUIRGUIS
ECO 4000
GERSHUN
BALI
GUIRGUIS
PAIZIS
SU
ZHU
4.33
4.18
4.66
4.46
4.87
4.38
4.78
4.91
4.57
·4.40
4.69
4.16
3.17
4.08
3.91
3.69
4.10
4.54
3.76
4.18
4.44
4.71
3.61
4.24
4.42
4.68
3.94
3.97
4.24
3.37
3.71
3.76
4.58
4.51
4.28
3.72
4.70
4.19
4.72
3.45
3.93
4.32
4.27
4.20
4.98
3.63
3.88
4.70
4.21
4.89
4.03
4.55 «
4.48
4.17
4.19
4.83
4.35
BUS 1000
CHM 1000
BODROGI
GRACIA
GUREL
KANDAWIRE
MENCZEL
SCHARF
SUSSMAN
SZALDA
VADALA
CHM 1000l
GUREL
CHM 1000L
SZALDA
CHM 3001
MALERICH
SZALDA
C·HM 3001L
MALERICH
CHM 3006
BODROGI
HOFFMAN
eHM 3006L
HOFFMAN
CHM 4900
GIOANNINI
CIS 1357
ANDRUS
FARRELL
HELFT
MOLLETTE
ROSLYN
SALCEDO
CHI 2005
GERNERT
GRACIA
HAGIWARA
HAYNES
KANDAWIRE
BIO 1005L
BRIND'
GERNERT
BIO 2040
JAPHA
HOLLAND
BlP 5100
REISEL
SPIEGEL
BlS 1000
TUCKER
BlS 1019
GOODSON
WILSON
BlS 3002
GOODSON
BlS 3010
WILSON
BlS 3013
LEWIN
BlS 3015
LEWIN
BLS 3022
TUCKER
BlS . 3024
GOODSON
BPL 5100
BOOKE
BRINBERG
CHANIN
COHEN
ELANDO
FACCIOLO
PAPAMARCOS
REISEL
TENG
LEE
CHI 3002
HSIAO
YU
SEN
4.25
4.18
4.62
4.37
4.23
4.76
3.61
4.32
4.09
3.17
4.28
3.07
3.40
4.73
4.56
3.27
4.43
4.46
3.88
4.30
4.32
3.55
3.99
2.98
3.01
4.42
3.72
3.74
3.78
4.46
4.61
4.39
4.01
3.34
2.86
·3.54
3.88
4.83
4.37
4.21
3.95
3.47
4.45
4.18
3.30
4.34
4.22
3.87
4.45
4.62
4.36
4.19
4.56
4.57
4.33
.4.53
3.94
4.09
BASU
AAS 2000
CHOU
Ace 2101
GHOSH
GUPTA
HANAUER
LAYNE
SCHNUR
SONG
TROAST
. WEST
Ace 2203
BOZEWICZ
CHIANG
DEAN
MESZNIK
Ace 3000
Ace 3100
BRYAN
HWANG
LUSTGARTEN
Ace 3200
ART 1012
GALATOLA
ART 2050
SMITH
ART 2060
SUSSMAN
ART 3041
RUSIN
ART 3252
QUINONES-KE
ART 4055
SMITH
BIO 1003
DEFREITAS
JAPA
PERTRAVICIU
TUCKER
WAHLERT
BIO 1003L
TUCKER
BIO 1005
ANDOSHKINA
ATHERLY-WAR
BRIND
DIKEAKOS
GELFOND
BIRD
DIN
GREEN
NEIMARK
YAARI
ACC 3202
DIVITA
GORDON
LAPELOSA
PALLEY
TINKER
ACC 4100
DAVIS
WEISSMAN
ACC 4300
APPEL
CLURMAN
GOULD
TALWAR
ACC 5400
.. BELL.
BENIS
D'ALESSIO
ANT 1001
MAYNARD
PETERSEN
ANT 3030
CHARLES
ANT 3058
MAYNARD
ART 1000
FREEDMAN
ART 1011
17
Butter Almond -
- Buttered·Pecan -
Cherry Garcia
Chocolate chocolate chip
Chunky-Monkey
Cookie dough
Mint Chocolate
Peanut Butter Cup
PhishFood
Pistachio
Pralines Cream
Rocky Road
Rum Raisin
Sherbert
Sorbets
.. ~.'"
Strawberry
--Vanilla
Vanilla Fudge
White Russian
_ YQ9urt -.-,
---- --~--,~....._-~-:-;-- -- -----~-_.. -------
ouurefer....
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C-P Y A T WF H BAT B V-S L E B M0 H N L P F
TFMSNCHUNGDTCFWHJRULBAUT
OIHCATSIPSOYHVDSTAWCMHVD
Answ-er to last
issue's Number
Search.
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3.99
4.75
4.22
3.21
3.95
4.41
4.77
3.31
4.11
4.38
4.53
4.15
4.75
4.61
4.22
4.87
4.44
4.53
4.56
4.24
3.90
2.41
4.36
4.32
4.67
4.25
4.14
4.07
3.77
4.89
4.51
3.38
4.12
4.44
4.38
4.91
4.54
4.54
4.02
3.82
4.57
4.40
3.36
4.28
4.50
3.79
-3.92
4.50
3.62
4.56
- 4.69
4.78
4.35
4.56
STA 2100
MILLSAP
STA 3154
OSAHAN
_THE 1041
FERRAR
, ,THE 1043
SPECTOR
FINKE
JURKEVICH
SPA 4117
FINKE
NISHAN
SPA 1002
BLASCO-AZNA
CANAS
CUEVAS
FARLEY
FINKE
MARTINEZ
MEYERS
SANDOVAL -
SPA 2005
MARTINEZ
SPA 2006
CANAS
SPA 3001
CASANOVA
CASTillO
SPA 3002
SPA 4120
CASTillO
SPA 4221
CASANOVA
SPE 1001
OUGIURLIAN
SPE 1010
BAZZONI
BIRDSELL
BODDY
BOGIN
CAROZZA
ERBE~T
FERRAR
GANDER
GAREIS
GNADER
MAGED
- OUGOURLIAN
PATRtCK- --
STEARNS
TIETSORT
SPE 3014
MAGED
SPE 3020
BIRDSELL
SPE 3060
PATRICK
SPE 3068
ERBERT
SPE 3069
GAREIS
SPE 3102
BAZZONI
SPE 4101
MYERS
STA 2000
AMOO
BARONE
BRANDWEIN
FRANKEL
GOURGEY
KOENGSBERG
LERNER
PEIKES
SHAW
3.53
4.77
3.92
3.98
4.53
3.31
3.97
4.71
3.50
3.96
4.31
4.17
4.39
4.45
4.17
4.61
4.38
3.98
4.30
3.83
4.56
4.73
4.57
4.36
4.54
3.29
3.97
4.55
4.50
3.67
2.79
4.22
4.27
2.63
3.68
4.75
4.10
4.32
4.64
3.63
4.62
3.87
4.79
2.82
3.50
4.25
4.20
4.31
4.05
4.49
4.58
3.78
- - J.84- - -
3.77
3.39
- 4.43
PSY 3055
.BARDCAS
CHOWES
lOCKE
PSY _3058
THOMPSON'
PSY 3059
JONES
PSY 3070
ANDREASSI ' ,
PSY 3081
MARKUS
PSY 3180
JONES
PSY 3181
FICHERA
MCLOUGHLIN
THOMPSON
PSY 3182
ENGLE-FRIED
KREVISKY
PSY 3288
HECKER
PSY 4012
HOSIE
O'BRIEN
PSY 4039
BAROCAS
PSY 5020
ANDERASSI
D'BRIEN
HOSIE
PUB 1250
BRESNICK
HOFMANN
LADO
LEVINE
MAIN
MCGARRAGHY
MUZZIO
PARKER-
SCHURtN'
SULLIVAN
FRIEDMAN
PUB 3050
SULLIVAN
PUB 3100
LEVINE
PYS 3056
FICHERA
REL 1001
PLEKON
SOC 1005
CHAMBRE
CHARLES
EDELSTEIN
HEYWOOD
LYLES
MAJETE
PLEKON
ROTHMAN
SOC 3008
CHAMBRE
SOC 3041
HEYWOOD
SOC 3042
PLEKON
SOC 3053
SARAN
SOC 3056
HOWARD
SOC 3066
MAJETE
SOC 4032
EDELSTEIN
SPA 1001
BENARDO
BLASCO-AZNA
CASANOVA
JURKEVICH
LlANO
MEYERS
4.29
3.34
_ 3.43
4.33
4.40
OH
OPR 3450
KARMARKAR 4.15
PEe 1316
MURRAY 4.40
PEO 1413
GONDOI:.A 4.64
PEe 2313
GONDOLA 4.45
PHI 2000
EARLE 4.46
KAUFMAN 4.56
ROY 4.40
SHAH 4.50
TAHA 3.51
PHI 2010
HARVEY 4.86
SAVEDOFF 4.30
PHI 2140
MAIZEL 4.20
PHI 2150
PHI 2200
BRODETZ
FISK
PERRICONE
SCHWARZENBA
PHY 1003
BLUMENBLATT 3.68
CORONEL 4.21
KUDINOV 3.93
PHY
1003L
CATTO 4.50
ORLANDO 3.79
PHY 2004
CATTO 4.33
POL 1101
ASHFORTH 4.24
BOlCE 4.15
BRANDWEIN 4.29
CIPOLLINA 4.62
DEMAIO 4.06
FONTANA 4.70
MARDEN 4.12
WALL 3.75
ZEMAITIS 4.48
POL 2001
SINGER 4.36
POL 2101
ASHFORTH 4.70
POL 2260
MARDEN 3.02
POL 2310
WALLER 4.67
POL 2312
BRANDWEIN 4.30
POL 2321
DIGAETANO 4.39
ROSS 4.27
POL 2332
FONTANA 4.57
WALL_ 3.45
POL 2336
FONTANA 4.62
POL 2353
CIPOLLINA 4.38
GORNICK 4.49
TENENBAUM 4.61
POL 3005
GORNICK 4.74
SWANBERG, 4.52
-POL 3345
LENTNER 4.32
POL 3422
DIGAETANO 4.38
PSY 1001
ALBRIGHT 4.53
- .REICHMAN 4.32
PSY 3054
ENGLE-FRIED 4.63
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4.07
4.25
3.55
4.08
4.38
4.43
4.58
4.67
4.65
4.84
3.17
4.42
,
4.53
4.27
3.78
4.23
4.35
4.57
4.14
4.15
4.24
3.22
4.41
3.96
3.98
4.01
....
3.62
4.32
4.24
4.10
3.97
4.40
4.56
4.89
3.44
3.76
4.06
4.38
4.31
3.95
4.28
3.99
4.26
4.36
4.07
3.81
4.29
3.45
4.23
4..26
4.31
4.31
3.79
4. 77 ~/ -
3.36
4.53
4.22
2.96
2.89
REICH
"'-.
MTH 3300
APT;ER-
TODD
SHAW
MTH 2010
APTER
SCHINDLER
SHANE
WONG
MTH 2160
KIRBY,
MTH 2301
BIXLER
BUCKLEY,
PAIDOUSSIS
MTH 3006
ROTHENBERG
MTH 3010
GARTENBERG
MTH 3040
MTH 2007
ESPOSITO
LEE
WANG
MTH 4100
SHAW '3.83
MTH 413'0
COLLINSON 4.62
MTH 4320
MTH 4400
SHAPIRO 4_06
OPR 3300-
GOTTLIEB 4.73
SHAPIRO 4.38
MSC 3027
KREIGER
MSC 3029
KREIGER
MTH 2001
ACKRISH
AROUGHETI
BARONE
BIXLER
BURGGRAF
GARTENBERG
GROSS
HORDAN
JORDAN
KAUFMAN
KIRBY
MORENO
PAIDOUSSIS
ROCHA
RUDDEL
SHAPIRO
SHAW
TEPPER
TODD
WONG
MTH 2006
BIXLER
BORAH
BUCKLEY
CHEN
COWEN
ESPOSITO
GARTENBERG
GEORGE
GORDON
GORELISVILI
HOFFMAN
JOHNSON
KHAZANOV
LEE
REICH
RUMLEY
SALWEN
SHANE
SPENGLER
WALSH
WANG
;
/
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o Ripley'sBeliev-eIt or Not!
" ." TM
THE BEST GlW,I,ED cmcKEN sANJ)WICB ONEAJri'Ho
'HE lEST VALlE IN NEWYOII!
HERE ARE OUR RANCH COMBOSI
I Grilled 2 Grilled 3 Double
Chicken Sandwich, Chicken Philly Sand., Grilled Chicken Sand,
Fries 1& Soda Fries II Soda Lg. Fries & La. Soda
$5.75 $5.95 $7.75'
B •••,.BEsr FAU FOOD......"
...UII1 has hit upon theformulaforpeifectfastfood;
chicken breasts marinated and flame grilled to order,
topped with gourmet roughage like shredded watercress
and radicchio... " NEW YOIUC. MAGAZINE, APIlIL J5,Jf96
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Invite you to our
pre..CHANUKAH Celebration
Hillel & Koach
The Jewish Student Alliance
* Special guest speaker .. Rabbi Arych Katzin
(dean of Sinai academy in Brooklyn)
* Live music of a 3..piece Band
* Lots of free food
* Free menorahs & Jelly donuts
CELEB
.~
::::J......
c:>
18
Soup and
RegUlar sandwich
$5.75
61-----.......
hlcken Fingers
(AllMIll ....)
FrIes"& SCMIa
$5.75
2 Grilled
-Chlclcen fajitas or
BurrIto's &Soda
$5.95
Grilled
Chicken salad or
CIl1ck8n 'N PasIa/SOda
$&.95
303 Park Ave. South
(Bet. 23rd & 24th St.)
677·1111
71------
uffaloWings,
fries 1& Soda
$5.75
4 1 Grilled
Cblckell FaJIIa~fries. Soda
$4.95 "
FAST FREE
DELIVERY
~ tt61tt ~ ~~~ ~~~~~ ~ ;,;,;,;,
Ii li'i~ i!. ~~~~~ ~~~ - i!.i!.i!.i!.
----1·----I. I! ~•••
..,~;..
'SWThe Brotherhood Synagogue --.--
28 Gramercy Park South l!!!i!!!!!!!..
btw. Irving Place U 3rd- Avenue
...
Thursday, DecetRfJer 11th
12:30am - 2:fH)pJR
Inkwell Editori~& Word Pr'ocessfng
Student Papers, Resumes, Cover Letters, Ad-
ministrative Overflow, Faculty Handouts, Dis-
sertations, Etc. Fast, Professional, Reasonable.
352 Seventh Avenue (bit 29th & 30th)
212-402-7706
bining of species with the alien
(the alien and the "dog). How-
eve_r, the positive factors (direc-
tion, Weaver, special.effects) are
brought down by the lack of
story and plot.
Alien Resurrection follows the
cloning of Ripley by army scien-
tists in order to breed the alien
inside her. The experiment is a
success and the new Ripley is
keptalive.because she is an un-
precedented combination of hu-
. man and alien. No dogs here. A
group of gun smugglers, which
Winona Ryder's character, Call,
isa part of, boards the ship for
hell it was). David Fincher, who
would later go on to direct the
tragic classic Be ten and The
Game, directed Alien 3.
Alien was acclaimed for its
special effects and is one of the
rare successful science fictionl
horror films. It is certainly a
classic butit cannot overwhelm
the power of its sequel. Aliens
is one of the best action films
ever made and further estab-
lished film's most prominent
and only female action hero.
Alien 3 was an interestingse-
quel that posed interesting
ideas which included the com-
Winona Ryder is w()nderful again in Alien Resurrection
(P.S. Watch her in Little Women). .
.
Happy Thanksgiving
DECEMBER GRADS OR PAST GRADS
If you consider yourself to be competitive,
hardworking, self-motivated and you are inter-
ested in a special opportunity with unlimited
income potential - give us a call! Patterson
Travis, a full service investment firm has a few
openings for stockbroker trainees.
GIVE US A CALL TO HEAR OUR EXCITIN
STORY!
OPEN TO ALL COLLEGE MAJORS
Mail resumes or call: Adam Luysterborghs
Patterson Travis, Inc.
One Battery Park Plaza
New York,New York 10004
Telephone #1-800-694-526
Fax #1-212-837-7372
Happy T~al1ksgiv;ng
Spring Break '98 - Sell Trips. Earn Cash &
Go Free!!! Student Services is now hiring
campus reps group organizers. Guaranteed
lowest prices to Jamaica, Mexico, & Florida.
Visit us @ www.ststravel.com or call 1-800-
648-1849.
WARNING
Having fun in the sun & too much partying
can result in severe Happiness & Complete
relaxation. Mexico, Jamaica, Florida. Book
Spring Break 98' Before it's too late.
Paul 516-565-2381.
EXTRA INCOME FOR 97
Earn $500-$1000 stuffing envelopes. For
details - RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
6547 N Academy Blvd. Dept N
Colorado Springs, Co. 80918
21
ChCMk cat BeIloV'" hG»OMcdl by lP-lLof/J.,
with JJAJ! t!JiTJGCeN Clil tin. vh..io ."'817
Tuesday from 8 • 'pm on WBMB 580 a..
"And that's words to live by from a father to a son... "
Xzibit - "The Foundation"
"1 love you, my son. "
Lonnie "Pop~"Lynn (Common'. father)
. . "Pop'. Rap ?art 2/Fatherhood"
.... '! •
ARTS at ENTERTAINMENT NOVEMBER 26,1997
... ". - ." - ~. .
TICKER
•
"Where thefvch'« your seed at?!!"
RZA of Wu-Tang Clan - "Protect Ya Neck"
"If I die, my seed'll be ill like me..."
Ghostface Ki"ah of- Wu-Xang Clan-'
"7th Chamber - Part II"
.'
"Father ofcivilization, God of the universe... "
GraiUl Pubs of·· BrGnd-NubiGn'-"WakeUp"
Through his mother's wish, his name would be mine. Although
I was once hesitant I hope to someday make him proud of the
legacy his name will carry. The feelings that would surface with
having made something that is part of you and part of what you
love is incredible.. The preparation of his life I would have to
begin...
The lessons I would teach him would correspond heavily with
the mistakes I've made trying to find a righteous way of life. He
would have to know that hard work doesn't always payoff. I'll
have to point out that talent and skill are not always recognized.
The fact that greatness in legendary status, leading to
immortilization, is often given after death, will likely force a dis-
heartening approval with his own mortality.
I would have to open his third eye at an early age with our
history of struggle and empowerment, docility and rebelliousness,
dependence and dreams of independence. It isn't easy tojust put
someone into this world in such a position. Is it selfishnesson
our parts? Maybe so and that is why the lessons continue... '
I would tell him that the official teachings of a nation's schools
are done by its oppressors. At the same time, la mama le dice
que la pat.ria no la definen los que supremen al pueblo. So every
opportunity will .be taken to dispel the most incorrect notions of
money, the nemesis of the righteous one. A necessity, a "luxury, a
a
drug, an embraced contradiction whose history will explain rac-
ism, hatted and much of our lives.
He'IlIearn that his light skin of Dominican/Puerto Rican heri-
tage is his ancestor's primary mixture of Africati, Aborigine and
Spaniard roots. His eyes will see the original man in the lightest
jibaroand Touissaint's story will be important to him.
He will only be guided with our knowledge but the incubation
When others are not representing you, it is the sign of God that _of his' passion and way of life will come from his own experience.
you should represent yourself. -I feel I have done this yet the He will have to experience pain that will come inevitably. He'll
next question that arises has arisen. If I should die tonight, my finally feel the power of contradiction in the astonishing viaion
seeds must already be planted in my earth so that the meaning of that many of our people will be his opposers and even oppressors.
the words will survive. . He'll feel used when many teachers, poor and righteous, who have
This 'extension of my life cannot be created without merging taught him so much will reveal themselves as pimps, playas and
with the woman. The woman whose beauty I never realized until gangstas of various pedigrees. Unfortunately he'llalsoacknowl-
I looked at myself to see what I had become. When I held her ed ethatthe reco ition of one's errors does not guarantee that
hand ~ experienced the beauty in ~~Jl ~(gJ,lJjJ,liiJ,(JJ)(j(t1) ~an_' 'fYi) ,JJ_, - ({Jj,'-U179~/iT7t7D,, TL:.. 1i\i7otr'Jo oil S) one's future judgment will lackthe pieces of my culture I was ',. ", ¢J) (j, ~u<y(J)j, ~ IJJJI~/.f($ A\JU I ~ th
never exposed to. Plates of exo- --Del the . nk homosa ien ~ ~ackMCB" ~r:~ill continuously be the one
dus -- salsa con platanos, meren- in few, the only one, the
gue con pasteles -- were the occassional one, the lone being,
journies she nourished me with. .he minority, the resident Puerto
When we made love nothing Rican, the token Dominican and
could protect us from expressing it will anger him. He will want to
that completely to each other. It ill every white man he sees so the
all could have been physical be- t-eachings of Vito Marcantonio
cause the body was s'lammintye' il! 'redirect him properly. - He'll
we went the distance when I put want to hate his ignorant people
her under wings. I certainly who seem to ask for all of this but
loved her before, during and af- I'll show him the shores of
ter. No longer did I-n-I mean me ieques, las calles de Santo
and my struggles. It meant you omingo and the apartments of
and I. ·'nset ~ark. Soon he'd know du-
-' I P's_ .hard .to" know wno·:tq-g!.v , siefl.-~annot-·he--de-·
thanks to for this blessing of op.- eated with one sided destruction.
portunity. The opportunity to I hope that I would have been a
create life. In creating life I'm ood father to him. One who
forced to be responsible enough to ould understand his need to ex-
emulate a distinct maturity. A . " ,. ress himself in his own original
. distinct maturity that forces m -:-- ay, Hopefully, he would one day
to have balanced the love I have .orne to me and ask me how to find
for my people, the contradictions he faith and guidance to do what
I will face and the hypocrisies I needs to be done for our people.
must recognize. I recognize that tf he did, I would tell him about
I will have to sacrifice for my see e spi-ritual nature of my life and
yet have the persistence to keep my integrity. If my integrity is my cu ture.
sacrificed then I truly will have given nothing. My spirituality, son, comes from the forms of cultural expres-
However, am I ready for these lines to. blur when mouths are sian, that I experienced in my life, done by my people expressing
hungry, time is short and righteousness is a hefty monetary con- our trials and tribulations. Forms of originally created music,
tribution for a wave of hand from a self-certified spiritualist? I'll dance, art and poetry that kept me alive. I was uplifted just know-
answer all that so we'll be prepared and won't be asked... ing others living my life around me had the talent to document it
and.lend it beauty. It made me listen to their words and find out
about the struggles of those in Latin America, Africa, Los Ange-
les, Harlem, the South Bronx as well as Sunset Park. I believed
in an exodus to Puerto Rico when I was directed to the Rasta. I
felt obliged to the duty of the 5% being a poor, righteous teacher
myself. I believed in the revolutionary life of Jesus and the need
to apply a theology of liberation to our cause that coincided with
our principles.
However, I've also added to the beliefs and principles expressed
in this culture, my culture. The way I express myself is through
hip hop. So I tell you, son, you have to define your knowledge of
self to find your way of expression. A way of expression that will
reflect your principles and the struggles you have, the love you
have for your people, your brothers, sisters, your mother...and
me, I hope...
trayal of Detecti ve Frank
Pembleton should go down as
one of the deepest characters in
TV history and arguably the
best black character ever cre-
ated for the small screen. Not
always positive, Pembleton is a
hot headed detective who is a
brilliant investigator and excels
at interrogating suspects in
"the box" and extracting confes-
sions. Unlike NYPD~ however,
the officers rarely, if ever, hit
their suspects to get confes-
sions. And though beating is
realistic, especially as shown on .
NYPD, using it with Pembleton
would subtract his amazing
ability to work a suspect with-
out relying on beating.
Braugher is an actor in the
highest meaning of the word
and has always shined above a
cast that is brilliant in its own
right. But Braugher has ex-
pressed that he may not return
next season so another actor
must move to the forefront: en-
ter Jon Seda.
The first four episodes, plus the
special Lau: & Order with Homi-
cide episode on November 12th.
fea tureci Seda and focused on his
charact ers background also. His
character is Paul Falsone, a de-
tective who is divorced and whose
wife has sole custody of his child.
He has a temper that explodes
only when he becomes passion-
ate. ana f'rorn these episodes, he
gets very emotional when he is
.' intent on finding the truth and
attaining justice. Seda plays him
, wi th s tv Ie and power and- has a
sharp. fet.'; :'01' his character. Also.
Sed~ i s .: 0 i Gin g a 11e 'A \V a v e 0 f
Latino leading men in ((LlCilit,,· dramas.
joining -Jirnmy Smits of iVYPD Blue
ana Benja.:nil1 Bratt of Lau: & Order
(who are both great actors who shine
among strong casts).
Watching Homicide makes you think
about life and death but not in amor-
bid sense. It is a mature, exciting and
intelligent show that is better than
watching that pretty boy Nash
Bridges. Homicide: Life On The Street
airs on Fridays at 10 PM on NBC.
Part 30f this series will appear
in the next issue of The Ticker-.
.'. - '"-'/ ..'-:-X'- - ", - -"-'-,- .'- "--' r. ' "-,, -<,'", -,---' "< t:
Jimmy Smits and Dennis Franz of NYPD Blue.
Benjamin Bratt of Law &POrder.
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Andre Braugher.
!iE'S.
In. o r cier t o :-;UC(:eeG '.,:it~l 8. ::ino w
1 . 1 l' >.
n x e t h i s a str~)l1g Cast of ac tor s l~
n e C' l' :..; s a r y _ _.\ C t 0 r s A n ci r t'
Br<--lug!H'r. KYle Secor. Reed Dia-
m o n o (1".,.1, J,' ,-.: •. J,'" let: ~ ... )n.n:';1I:. ::: a pnet
If ¥ouDon-'t Wa~tch',UsWe'l-IDie!
By Manny Rodriguez
I am not a fan of the police de-
partment. A good amount of my
brothers and sisters have been
bea ten to death and harassed
endlessly by pigs. But we need
them. It is a fact. Someone has to
be there to prevent crimes, But
police do not deal in crime pre-
vention but crime reaction. Homi-
cide: Life On The Street deals
with the ultimate part of crime
reacting: to find a murderer and
avenge the deaths of those who
cannot speak is the focus of this
show.
An extr e m e ly philosophical
show as opposed to its ABC coun-
terpart. ~VYPD Blue which fo-
cuses on characters who are more
introverted and less voca l, Homi-
cide constantly examines what
life is and wha t the lives of those
wh o diecould have been. Because
of this. NYPD and Homicide are
polar opposites. The characters in
the former are p eo pl e who ex-
press very little openly beca use
repressi on is the soul of New
York. However, Homicide takes
place in Baltimore. I have never
been to Baltimore but Homicide
seems to be an accurate port ra val
of that city. The chara-cters ~x­
press the directness of expressing
one's opinions more consistentlv
yet it usually does not bring them
closer to the truth which is wh e r e
the true brilliance of this s h o w
. -,.-- - .----. - _..-. """,--.---..._ .. _ . .-_O_r_ .
r ~: ;: II y- C°!1'1 r : ~ (' ~ t.~ r ~ ~ .. t-) i: \\9 o i1 (i i:-'- r
l}o\-v st or ie s "u;' (·:i: :,It' t h <--"11 a r ;
. ... - " a. ".... '-- "'-. (4. "---
I j r (''. : dt • d !; : () i: t' ~ ( .u r _ U ~ u a I l v
:,Ill-.\- (~r·_' Ill)', .;!(/<'1; '~'ide u sua l l v
fl)":.:se;-; or: t wo or ~ ;irt'" :"naractPr~
i n e ac n episode ur.u .t var ies fro m
episode to episode. Huwever. one
cnclf3cter is a iwa y s at the head
o f the pack and it has always
be e n Aridrc Braugher. His por-
r. e -'
\-
1Rob: We're going to concentrate
on building a relationship with
Liquefaction and see where 1MS
takes us. We have about 20
other songs ready to record so
we'd like to start on the next
album before the end of 1998.
We've always had huge gaps
between albums. We're trying
to change that and since we're
in complete control again it will
be a lot easier.
We will tour as soon as possible
but we have no set plans at this
point. We miss being' on the
road so when the time is right
we'll be out there again.
Cause & Effect's new album, In-
nermost Station, was released
on November 18th. It features
nine new songs, and is produced
by the band themselves. Visit
<www.causeandeffect.com> to
hear some sound samples, and
to learn more Cause & Effect.
you think about the recent re-
emergence of "electronic music"
: into the American mainstream?
Rob: TRIP was released just as
the music industry decided that
Seattle was what they were go-
ing to sell to the public and at a
time that radio decided that
anything remotely electronic
'was out. This was a had combi-
nation for a band like us. We
. managed to get "It's Over Noto"
into the top.IOO on the alterna-
r , t tive charts but then the doors
~ closed completely. It's 'nice to
] hear some variety on the radio
t';\
g; again and the whole
. ~ "electronica" movement is great
~ for electronic artists but I'm not
~ sure if we fit into the electron-
~ ics category being songwriters.
Q)
...,
~
::l8 Sy: Have any of you guys been
involved in any other projects?
Sy: What would you say the
band's major musical influences
are?
Sy: Do you think the music
scene has changed much ..since
the band first started? What do
Rob: There are so many and we
tried to' let more of them show
through on 1MS. Bea t Ie s ,
Smiths, DM, Fluke, Under-
world, James, U2, Radiohead,
Suede. The list goes on. Sean
was the biggest DM fan I've
known and he was comfortable
'with letting that show on our
first release but I feel that we're
successfully creating something
unique by letting a broader
range of influences affect what
we do.
Sy: Lyrically, you seem to paint
a somewhat bleak picture of so-
ciety in "Generation" and
"Real?" - do you really feel that
technology and commercialism
are destroying us?
Write for The Ticker!
Call Manny or Edward at 802-6800.
We need you, baby!
We gonna be out in a few anyway.
Who'sgonna handle this when we gone, baby?!
/
By Syed A. Bokhar i
The group Cause & Effect
formed back in 1989, and since
that time, they've produced a
couple of alternative radio and
club hits, such as "It's Over
Now," "What Do You See," and
"You Think You Know Her." De-
spite their accomplishments the'
band has been through it's ups-
an d- downs;swi t ch i n g recor d
companies arid the death of co-
founder Sean Rowley. All this,
however, has only made them
stronger. With their new re-
lease, Innermost Station, we
find the group back on the indie
scene from which they emerged,
bringing forth their most varied
and diverse release to date. I
managed to have a chat with
the trio's vocalist and guitar
player, Rob Rowe. He said he
"may have had a bit too much
wine," but he still managed to
answer some questions... Cause & Effect in effect.
Sy: Cause & Effect has had to
face many obstacles in its time;
getting dropped from Zoo, Sean
Rowley's untimely death...what
keeps you guys going?
By: Without label backing, how
was the 'making of Innermost,
Station different than with your
previous releases?
Rob: Keith has been working on
carry but I'm glad we did it that Rob: I'd be a hypocrite to say some club stuff with Dania from
way. We had become too depen- that technology and commer- Anything Box and has done
dent on record companies and cialism are destroying us when some remixing. Rich has been
managers to run things for us I'm now using the internet as doing some producing for a Sac-
and they weren't doing a very the primary means to sell our ramento band called The
.good job. . records . but there are a few Adored and some programming
Rob: I think that what keeps us things about our modern society for a Dallas band called Aeon.
going is the love of creating Sy: How would you compare the that get under my skin. One of I've been working on songs for
music together. There have sound and feel of Innermost those is the suburban shopping C&E and an instrumental side
been several times in the his- Station to Trip or Another mall and everything that they project that I may release some-
tory ~fC,~,E when i~ s eeme d . Minu~e~" . ._ .represent,.. They're the modern day if it feels r ight.
that things 'were OVe!- but some- £ . ' day ·e~th.eJi.alB.:"k-pla~>to'wor- . . ..., - -""'" '-
thin gaIwayscame'aftmgwtrerr·-""Rl'>"b-:·This-:"'atbum-is'-defilriteiy--a'- ship' 2\-meriea's god .. met!ey ~,,__S-y;.AnyfllJ.uI:e. p Ians? A. tour
we needed it to keep things go- departure for us in many ways.' . 'I'herea'reso many tli~'t work to perhaps?
ing. We're all good enough to We recorded a lot of the drums consume and for 'what? A big-
put out music by ourselves but live and tried to incorporate ger TV, a shinier car? I'm not
what I love is when I see a demo more of my guitar playing into sure that "Real?" fits into this
I've pu t together become so the mix while still displaying but this is definitely at the core
much more because of Keith our love of analog synths. I of "Generation." •
and Rich's work on it. We work think there is less of a. dance
well together because we all influence on this one which is a
nave strengths that the others reaction to the band being la-
don't have. bel e d ra dance band by Zoo
which led to our publicity being
centered around that. We've al-
ways felt.sbrange about that la-
bel since we consider ourselves
songwriters and dance music is
generally more about produc-
tion than songwriting. When
you hear a dance artist explain-
ing the meaning of lyrics like
"Be my lover, won't you be my
lover" it turns the whole process
into a joke.
Next Stop, Innermost Station:
A Chat with Rob Rowe of Cause & Effect.
'.~ ~_ ' ....... oJ .... ,._,.,.~"-"_~'."I.••::>..:- •. >'.
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Rob: With TRIP, we were work-
ing with a pretty large budget
that allowed us to go to London
and work with Martyn Phillips.
We had a lot of freedom then
because a lot of the responsibili-
ties rested on Martyn. We got to
be the artists and only the art-
ists. With Innermost Station,
we were responsible for every
single thing from putting to-
gether the studio to mixing to
manufacturing. That is a lot to
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ere
character is reduced to nothing more
than what I was doing; sitting around
and watching what was around him.
He asks lots of questions and figures
out some things but he is the least in-
volved main character I've ever seen
ina movie, Andthebestcharacter,Wil-
liams, really is not in.much ofthe
. 'movie,
MulrrJght in the Garden ofGoodand
Evil isa failure because it provides us
everything and anything imaginable
about Savannah only on the surface.
The most loved quality about the book
is that we learn andunderstandwhat
is behind everything we see in Savan-
nah. Watching this movie is like look-
ing at a postcard.
overwhelmingly original or smart
but it does not insult your intelli-
gence the way most action movies
do in the '90's. Most of the events
are logical and as we watch Willis'
Jackal work to assemble all the
things he requires for his' hit, we
can't help but be engrossed by the
process.
Willis, in terms of his acting, has
always been the best among the
action. heroes. In fact, Willis is in
reality a damn good actor who hap-
pens to make some duds like ev-
ery other star in Hollywood with
the exception ofTom Cruise (Cock-
tail?). Anyway, he plays the Jackal
as cold and unemotional yet a man
who takes pleasure in his work,
which is exactly what is required.
The realest performance is from
_.Diane Venora who plays a Russian
Major who is working with the
FBI. Sidney Poitier plays an FBI
director well enough. His classical
movements seem out of place in a
modern action flick (or any mod-
ern flick) yet his vocal intensity
and believability can't be ques-
tioned. He's still one of the best
actors ever to appear onscreen.
Finally, the big surprise is Richard
Gere. The problem with Richard
Gere is that he has' charisma and
.-
&5 he knows it so he spends entire
films smirking his ass off. Here, he
only smirks when necessary and he
comes across as sly, knowing and
charming. His Irish accent is also
:>'effective because it is not over-
~-statt~··-btttunderneath his words '
_.- which 'makes it sound verynatu-
r al. Gere and Willis don't have
much dialogue but they manage to
paint vivid enough pictures of their
characters that sustain us.
Particularly potent is the final
sequence, though the climax will
not be surprising and elements of
it maybe disappointing. Neverthe-
less, d.irector Michael Caton-Jones
has provided a respectable and
entertaining if not dazzling re-
working of The Day of the Jackal.
But for a better movie like this,
watch the original, or rent Heat.
• •
room scenes are quite good and lots of
the dialogue throughout this movie is
strong and intelligent. Eastwood's di-
rection is sure handed and takes ad-
vantage of the beauty of Savannah.
What hurts this movie is its fascina-
tion with its supportingcharacters. Ul-
timately, there's.jUst toomanyofthem.
The various members ofSavannah
society pop in and out and' most of
them are just Southern fried cliches.
'The most blatant would be.the Lady
Chablis (portrayed by the real Cha-
blis). She is aman who is a "female
impersonator." Hercharacter isjusta
regurgitation of every gay cliche
known to mankind.Initiallyshe is hu-
morousbut everyscene she is indrags
too longwiththe idea that.sheis some-
how scene stealing where, in reality,
she is scene chewing. John Cusack's
ersus
And what?! Bruce Willis is The-J(l,ckal.
•IS'
Richard Gere (r.) listens to Sidney Poitier's proposal in
The Jackal.
Christmas party. Jim Williams is a
wonderful character. Played by one of
Hollywood's greatest talents, Kevin
Spacey (AKAKeyser Soze), we feel the
immense presenceofthis man who is
one of the most distinguished in Sa-.
vannah society. Everyone crosses their
fingers in hopes that they'll be invited
to his parties. But his lover (played by
Jude Law of Gattaca) is extremely
hostile and -demanding. Mer the
party, Williams has killed him and
claims it is self defense.
What ensues is Cusack's character,
John Kelso, proposing to write a book
about Williams' story and we watch
him gather facts for-Williams' defense
andmeetstrangecharactersalongthe
way. The murder trial itse1fis a simple
casewith goodconflictthat is stretched
out for much too long.The actual court-
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New· York is boring.
And so is Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil.
By Manny Rodriguez
At one point in this new movie, pro-
duced and directedby ClintEastwood,
John Cusack's character says, ''New
York is boring," as he is trying to ex-
plain why he wants to stay in Savan-
nah, Georgia. He stays because the
people he meets are weird, puzzling
and colorful. This film is 2 hours and
35 minutes longsbut lcouldn't explain
these characters to you because they
all seem like cliches to me. I don't re-
ally understand who they are. In fact,
I don't know what this movie is trying
to he.
What I know is that it's based on the
non fiction novelofthe same title writ-
ten by John Berendt,which has been
on the bestseller list for quite some
time. The story revolves around the
murder ofJim Williams' lover after a
By Manny Rodriguez
Bruce Willis as the bad guy. It
always is strange to see a big star,
who has established himself as the
good guy onscreen, suddenly play
against type. Sometimes, there is
a fear that the audience can't take
it. A perfect example would be
Alfred Hitchcock's Suspicion. Star-
ring Cary Grant an d Joan
Fontaine (who won a Best Actress
Oscar for her performance), the
film was about Fontaine's suspi-
cion surrounding her new hus-
band. Grant is brilliant as the
cagey, seemingly conniving hus-
band and all evidence seems to
lead to the ultimate conclusion:
Grant is the villain who is going to
try to kill his wife. And this was
, the original, intended ending. Yet,
the studio was concerned about
Grant's image and how audiences
would respond to this most classic
of leading men being the bad man.
Instead the ending was changed
and Grant was actually good all
along and the movie, subsequently,
will always be a classic with an
asterisk.
The Jackal is not a classic with
an asterisk. It also does pit Willis
as the bad man. A professional as-
sassin with a perfect record, who'
is assigned to kill someone very
important in the United States. No
one in the FBI knows what he looks
like so they seek out the only re-
maining person who can ID him.
Unfortunately, the FBI doesn't
know wherethiswomanisso therr '
• .._-.J.
only shot is to ask her former lover;
IRA sharpshooter Declan
l\·1ulqueen, where she is.
Mulqueen, in fact has seen the
Jackal and he ends up helping the
FBI. I rehashed all of this but I'm
sure you got this from the commer-
cials. But after all of that, the
search is on.
This movie is a lot like Heat. We
see the criminal planning his big
score (in this case, hit) and we see
the various steps the authorities
take to track him down. The script,
which is adapted from the 1973
film The Day Of The Jackal, is not
•
.-. .
The amusing bat, Bartok, provides comic relief and
numerous marketing possiblities for Fox.
an.. ....
box office since the success of The
Lion King and their company doesn't
exactly stress originality and artis-
tic risk taking. Nevertheless, wha t
Fox. a successful movie company on
its own, has done is copy them for
no other reason than money. They
want the money in the animation
movie market (which is really the
family movie market, the ultimate
money geyser) and considering that
the formula itself is in decline, who
is to say how much Anastasia will
make. I usually never discuss mov-
ies in monetary terms yet this movie
on Iy allows me to speak of dough
because that is all they worked for.
For you, all I can say is that if you
need a place to take the kids where
they'Il be quiet for 90 minutes, take
them to see Anastasia. It's a Fox
movie in Disney clothing. And like
Disney stuff, it's getting tired al-
ready.
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By Manny Rodriguez
There's no more disgust-
ing thing when dealing
With art than plagiarism.
But what's even more
atrocious is biting, be-
cause it is a way to wea-
sel your way around,
straight copying without
creating anything original
on your own. Unfortu-
nately, biting is common
in all art forms and nowa-
days, so called artists find
it exciting and prosperous
(i.e. Puffy).
Anastasia, Fox's entry
in the animation movie
market, is not a bad movie
at all. In fact, it is enter- Anya (center) bears a strong resemblarace to the young Russian princess in the portrait.
taining. Filled with won-
derful animation and
beautiful artwork, it fol-
lows the story of a Rus-
sian princess who gets
separated from her fam-
ily because of the curse of
the evil Rasputin (voiced
by Christopher Lloyd).
Ten years later, with the
help of Dimitri (John
Cusack) and Vladimir
(Kelsey Grammer),
Anastasia (Meg Ryan) is
brought back to her fam-
ily..A lot of stuff is in the , .
middle and being that -(I. to r.) Vladimir~:AnyaapdJ)iDUtriagreetojourney to Paris in AnCl8t~a.
most of you have seen '-" ., '. .' ." - '-, --
Disney cartoons before.T,
don't need to tell it to you.
Among the voices, Ryan
and Cusack provide nice
work as the leads. Their
characters have a nice
chemistry and we can see
the emotions on their
faces because this cartoon
is dra wn tha t well.
(Cusack, by the way, is
starring in Midnight in
the Garden of Good and
Evil and after the success
of Grosse Point Blank and
the crappy Can Air, he
may be making some real
power moves in Holly- .,
wood soon). The other Anya and Dimitri fall in love in Anastasia (as if you didn't know?!).
voice talen ts work to
bring this decently writ-
ten story to life. Hank Azaria (The
Birdcage), who does voices for The
Simpsons, provides comic relief as
the voice of Bartok, Rasputin's bat
SIdekick. Other talents include
Bernadette Peters. Kirsten Dunst
and Angela La nsbury (a Disney
staple) _If anything, you will enjoy
this film because of the talent behind
it and the accurate detail with which
they followed the Disney formul a.
But it won't stay in your heart the
way a real classic or even original
film does.
In film history. no one has attached
the word classic to their work and
ahused it so much as the Disnev
company. They make a Winnie the
Po oh In u g and it's a c Iass i c.
Pocahontas. classic, The Hunchboch
of Not re Da m e, classic, Hercules.
classic. The Lion King. classic-you
get the point. They' have a tiring for-
mu la that has been sinking at the
I...
- ... - "':' ~
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Wednesday December 3, 1997
OPEN HOUSE f« the new BSDEGREE IN REAL ESTATE AND
METROPOLITAN-DEVELOPMENTcombined with , YOUNG
PROFESSIONALS CAREER EVENING
4:30-1_ (Not.: this session begillS 1hour"*than _
Meet {over COW and pizza}:
Erik Schmall
Auistant Dir,ctor af Julien Jt Studl.y, Incr
who will host aroundtable discussion about
t
CDmmtreial ftN' Estlff Brok."g. and
;~4!t-. JI.I.iJ.-~- ... ..~"~""",,,~ • . .;~r_._, ':.
~JD
J
'-·iiiiii.,jifl:iM1ftj",RousiIg IIJ4 UriIn
RIIJfWII oftheNtw York CountyLlwym'~on
who will lnrrodlJce you to the world of
RlIidIntlIl,.f&tItI Btoketlgt
Aseries ofeight monthly houf~/on9 presentaUons and
discu$$ionst O~I pizzssand Coke, with young leaders of the feal eSUt~
industry in fV8w York. These evenings are especiallyplanned for
BaruchlNewmsfJ Instirute students consideringcareers in real estlte, Ei
presentation highlights 8different componenf ot the metropolitan area.
rtal estate industry.
*Learn about different kinds of real estate jobs
fAsk questions auoutwhef you would be doing en the day you start W~
. . -
-Meet Doth recent coliege graduates and the prime young leadership of
real ,state industry .
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS CAREER EVENJNGS
MrMl.t- ..~,uuy
5:30-7:00 RM. September 1997.May 1998
THE STEVEN L, NEWMAN
REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE
Young Professionals
Career Evening 4
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he Baruch College
Early Learning Center is
having their
Annual Book Fair
at the Lobby of 25th Street Building
Tuesday, December 9 .. 11:00•4:30 p.m,
Wednesday,December 10 11:00 •6:30 p.m.
Thursday, December 11 11:00 •4:30 p.m.
Books make great Chanukah, Kwanzaaand
Christmas gifts.
Our fair will offer aw~e selection of children's books
from infancy to 6th grade.
Proceeds to benefit ~he chi~ren ofthe Baruch College
ChlkLcareprogram. . - __
"<
'j
~
,
<'
.j
.~
,
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Artist: DJ Sincere .
Album: Sharp Stylez
Label: . (Independent)
Rating: ~~...... ~.
. ~:.~~~~.
Evety young hip'hop DJ' today try-
ing to enter realm of mix tape
entreprenuership is always in for a big
surprise. It's a business and it has
nothingto do with DJing, hip hop or a
dope tape. DJ Sincere, who along
with P-Love, host Solovibes on
Baruch'sWBMB radio everyTuesday
from 8 - 9pm, is no stranger in work-
- _ing the wheels ofsteel. With or with-
_out a mixer, Sincere has blessed a se-
lect few with previous mix tape edi-
tions including The Turntable Assas-
sin , where his sample of "dynamite"
scratched into The DweUas "Main
Aim"reallyenhanced thesongincred-
ib~Sincere isaversatileDJwho with
his new release, Sharp $tylez, gives
us wliat the best and more popular
DJsgive.He·does this without·giving
us few ofthe bad elements of today's
mix tapes. In much ofthe same vein
as Doo Wop and Clue (yes, he does
, '~Sometliirig 'good) ; Sincere blesses us
With~J~..<?f..~c!~~~~._ On side B,
whidl.iswerethis-tapereallybecomes
addictive, hegivesus tons ofexclusiVes
and unreleased imports including
KRS-One's "Digital" with Goldie,
TheHighandMighty's 'TheMean-
ing," Nas' "Dreams," Sadat rs
"Fama1ame,"(which is one ofSadat's
best lyrical efforts since "Concerto In
XMirwr" on BrandNubian's classic
OneForAll and1heI,astEmperor's
"Empire Strikes Back." Sincere, like
'!bny 1buch, provides excellent intros
and a nice theme throughout. The
Assassin~ Statement and DJSean COs
interlude introduce excellent scratch-
inWcutting exhibitions. Sincere also
hasblendsofR&B mixedwithhip hop
breaks which would fail by many
hardcore hiphoppers' standards ifnot
for the oddity and lunacyofhischoices.
The epitome of this is Freddie
Jackson's "lOuAreMy Lady"overthe
Notorious B.I.G.'s "Kick In The
Door." Creativity aside, the mixes are
eachplayeda verse too long and makes
the listener itch for more of Sincere's
exclusive cuts. Despite the similari-
. ties Sincere has to the better and pop-
ularDJs(1haveno Cluewho theyare),
he does have intangibles that are
unique to him. He actually scratches,
cuts and blends all on the same tape.
The height of his talent show is on
, Rakim's "New lbrk" which is a dis-
play of excellent cutting, scratching
and turntable technique. Sincere is
trolythe definition ofthe "scratch"DJ
as he cuts with a ferociousness that
ignites the listener. This DJing is be-
cominga lost art and Sincere is one of
an endangered species. Ifyou would
like to contributeto theDyingDJFund
start by calling (917) 505-7261 and
purchase OJ Sincere's Sharp Stylez.
-Edward Rodriguez
-
.......
;LN1- ~- - '. -.' .. '.- -'-., ---'. . -. js. ',_.,·..···.··Cl:::B.B
ICS
Sharp Stylez, the new mix tape from DJ°$incere.
A collection previously released Curve LpcoVers includiilg
(top to bottom) Pubic'Fruit, Doppelganger, Radio Se_ioJI,JI and
Cuckoo.
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Artist: Curve
Album: Chinese Burn E.P.
Labeh Universal Records
Rating:000 o~
26
Wow! I almost had an orgasm
listening to this! The Chinese
Burn E.P. is the first official
release from Curve in a little
over a year since the duo re-
united in 1996. It's a remix col-
lection of the title track, plus
two more songs. Curve's music
is way ahead of it's time - hard
beats with layered electronic
effects, aggressive bass lines,
and guitar distortion reminis-
cent of old-style Jesus and
Mary Chain. It no wonder that __
bands like Garbage have been
biting off their sound (Butch
Vig even admits to being
heavily influenced by Curve).
Included are two alternate
"original" versions of "Ch.inese
Burn" - the Flood Mix and the
Steve Osborne Mix. The Iat.ter,
which appears in the video, is _
my favorite of the two because
it's much more raw and aggres-
sive. The Flood Mix, co-pro-
duced by Tim Simenon (who's
also worked with Bomb the_
Bass and Depeche Mode), is
too clean - but still good. Paul
Van Dyk's Forbidden CityMix
turns this dark song into a ten
minute clubby dance track -
with only wisps of Toni-
Halliday's _v oca Is . Al~ho_~gJ':1
thi s mix does change the mood
slightly, it's nice to hear a dif-
ferent interpretation. Switch-
man's Ease of the Storm and
the Lunatic Calm mixes both
exploit the beats, and contain
more elements of the song than
does the Forbidden City Mix,
although once again, we only
hear tiny fragments of the vo-
cals. The Headcave Medipae
Mix by Dean Garcia, the mu-
sical mastermind behind Curve,
is the best remix of the lot. It
starts off quiet and ambiant
then the vocals come in. The
vocals, apparently, have been
manipulated by keyboards (or.
computers), which makes it
seem like the keyboards are
"talking." Then, the beat comes
out of nowhere and makes this
thang groove like a mother* * *
* * * ° "Robbing Charity" is a
bi t more relaxed than 'Chinese
Bern. " This track sways more
towards the techno-side of
things, and it actually reminds
me of the Curve song "Falling
Eree." The final track income
"Cleat" is actually a bit of a sur-
prise, or at least a shift in
gears. The beat sounds a bit like'
Blur's "Song 2." It's lyrically
simple, and the production is
less "slick" as compared to the
other tracks, proving that diver-
si ty is still a factor in Curve's
sound. This E.P. is a great
teaser for the band's new album
due out in early 1998. The only
problem is, that now that I've
been teased - what do I do 'ti 1
then?!
-Syed A. Bokhari
\With a blur of the human eye, his head is severed off by a flash
of lightning. In realizing that one of their own had fallen, both
gangs turn there fire upon a common foe. KNITE.
Insolent welch! I am known as VENDETTA. And I have been
summoned here to stop your mayhem once and for all KNITE.
And you bring much disgrace to the clan of Asenio with that mask
you bear upon your face.
Wait! The markings on your mask! How can that be possible?!
The women clan known as the Guild of Ansatsusha were all killed
when Kain first took over?!
Yeah! I just snuffed "out- the K-NITE~N()wI'm-themoan! - Who
the hell dares now to challege me now?! C'rnonbring on any gang!
Heh, heh, nice trench that bastard wore. Hmmm perfect fit too.
This is officer Somsiri! I have mutiple causalties! 13 cops are
down! I need back up- now!
Please press 1 if you need assistance, press 2 if you are in grave
danger, or please wait on hold if you wish to donate to Police Char-
ity Fund...
(The roar of a nuclear .fisson engine). I'm on it Avalon, and
need the skimatics for the floor plans of the Metropolitan Mu-
seum...
As a thousand shells fall from their guns, so did the body count.
A car heads straight towards him, and superhumanly he flips over
the car while firing at the same time and killing both its driver
and others. As another man charges at him with a machete, a
single ion blade pops from one of his gauntlets and he guts him
between the ribs while charging the man up with an unknown
energy so that when he hurled the carcass at other shooting gang-
sters, the body exploded like a bomb killing another 7. And soon
gang reinforcements arrived, but to no avail they were added to
the body count as well. Then the impossible happens. One guy
shoots a bazzoka at him an there is a huge explosion which .only
leaves his trench behind;
Then gh ostily 2 hands emerge from with the darkness of the
trench and snaps his neck in 2 folds of a crack. As KNITE emerges
from within his multi-dimensional unit, he is suddenly struck
from the back by someone and falls to the ground. A tall mysteri-
ous woman towers over him with a very sharp sword.
Who the freak'in bloody hell are you? The Xena conyentions
were over years ago babe...
As they engaged in traditional clan combat, then remaining
gangs flee for there lives as Bishop Kain's Black Copters filled
thesky bringing more of his reinforcements to play in the game.
You dare strike a guilds woman?! You second rate guilds man!
Ha! Ha! Look what we have here Raul. It's a chica cop. I say
we...
east side of Manhattan, Alphabet City to be precise.
Look lady. I have no quarrel with you guild woman. I fight
against the evil which destroyed your clans people. (POW!)
00000000000000 that had to hurt.
Hey, if I'm being attacked by some crazy bitch weilding pretty
sharp Ginsu knives, you better know I bite back. All of the sud-
dena whip lashes out at his mouth. (OUCH!) You that actually
hurt?!
Very well KNITE, you seem to take this as some joke. Then I'll
smile when I kill you.i.
Your the most prettiest one yet my little lamb. Of all of my
victims, I saved you for last. I've stalked you for months on' this
campus. I've stolen intimate articles of clothing from your locker.
I've slept in your bed while you were in class. I've dressed in
your clothes while you are away at work, and your scent gives me
the urge to play out my sadistic insane fantasies. And tonight I
want you to share something with me (the gleam of a knife), your
heart, soul, love, inside and out. HA! HA! HA! HA!
Wr i te for Arts CalI Manny or Edward at 802 -6800.
The Parousia Objective shall be ready within the next 4 days.
The army is fully armed for any confrontation we shall face in
the course of this quest of yours .Biahop Kain. And are you also
a ware of the curse of the 7 Talisman my lord? ..
The sharp crack of an 'synergy whip cuts through the air'; and
the Baruch Slasher falls dead to the ground groping his crotch
area and whines like a "pig-." A--sf~irtled"~blif-sliglitty~bl'\lised-Mimi
is at the same time thankful and fearful of her savior. What is
your name?
VENDETTA Act 6
By: kiro21@yahoo.com
Recap: In the year 200 1~ Earth has survived another 3rd World
War. The Fed collapes and a hopeless world turns to the church
for guidance, and ~o the moarchy of the Unified Utopian Alliance
is formed. But in times of great corruption comes great heros.
And from Bishop's Kain's mad monarchy came SLAINE, The Eu-
genics Project gone wrong which ended the life of RAINE, a lone
hero who fought against Kain's army. But a new player known
only as KNITE had destroyed a large shipment of a drug called
Lyph, and the Baruch SI asher is now going to claim another vic-
tim...
At the aerial Utopian Castle, Judas, what is your report on
the Parousia Objective? How is the army preparing for this great
quest of mine? Do you what it would mean if were to posess these
7 Talismans? Are you in complete wonderment of the powers that
god shall grant me in delivering this pathetic world as a sacrifice
to him?
You did good tonight girl I heard your screams, but you gave
me enough time to get here. I am known as VENDETTA. In a
flash, the Cuny Police storm into the room and apprehends the
Slasher, but her savior disappears with the night wind as well.
As he lunges towards her, Mimi remembers her Freshman SUI-
vival class, she quickly finger jabs him in the eyes, kicks him in
the groin, and begins to scream FIRE! FIRE! to attract atten-
tion. But the Slasher is to overcomed by his desire for the kill, so
he pins her to the bed. With one hand he tries to silence her hut
she bites him, so he strikes her hard across the face. She begins"
to cry as he slashes her night gown open... But then all of thee
sudden something crashes through the window and he gets off of
her to confront a new victim with shining eyes of red maddness.
Meanwhile, back at Belvedere Castle in Sentrel Park... KNITE,
I have installed a new device within the folds of your trench. The
unit is called a Time Slash, a time.space dimension teleporter
which literally cuts through the fabric of time and space and al-
lows its traveller to reach another destination within mere sec-
onds. But the unit is still in its experimental stages, I have not
field tested it yet.
Let get this right Avalon, with this device, your Time Slash,.
can actually transport someone from another location like from
Ruters University up in upstate NY to Disney Land in Florida?
That's way cool!
To be precise, no. The Time" Stash has a limited range of 5
miles due to its low energy of dihydrogen oxide matr-ix. And I do
not know the configuration of how many people or the amount of
objects you can 'port back with you. I just picked this up on a
wide band frequency. There appears to be a gang war on the lower
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Correction:
We would like -to
thank Xero gra-
ciously for last
week's poem,
Winds 0 Scream.
-Kiro The Invisible Samurai
Wander out of the darkness,
1 flip the switch to be blinded
By some bright artificial sun.
As I look into the jagged
Glass reflection of my twin,
1 sense the murkiness
Upon my maskless face.
As I place some white foam
Upon my shattered face,
The gleam ofa poigant razor,
brings back memories of her
gentle hands which once graced
across my face in the warm steam.
She had removed the darkness from
my face with such timid passion.
The sweet smell ofher flouierly hair.
And the precision of her kisses.
A drop reddness fallen my angelic pond.
Another thing of beauty tainted.
And she disappears from
the mirror of steam.
A splash ofcold holy water,
But it doesn't wash away the sins.
The darkness will come back.
And I must live with it.
Face in the Dark
My soul is Forever
My Mind is clever
My Body 1 Treasure
My Spirit 1 Endeavor
My soul is cleansed
My mind is open
My Body is Bare
My spirit is Free
Within the sands oftime
Life sings to me her beautiful rhyme
The scentofher existence
The sound ofher existence
The sound ofher breadth
assures me there is no death
Her fountains flow no and whence.
In many multitudes
Earth offers us herpulchritude
The sun's Omniscient sight, The moon's sentient light
The sunssoulful site, The moons mystic might
Creations splendor radiates in mygirth .
The sunbeams ofher tender surrounds myearth.
I breathe the flames ofherpassion
The garments ofherplanets serenade
Nature's music marches in her parade
As I ascend towards infinite space
Transcends all things time andplace
. . .
nse, nse, rtse
At the summit there is no demise
Our mother covets no guise .
. . .
nse, nse, rtse
My bosom beats to mother's cries
I bathe in her blithe Air
The currents ofthe universe circulate through me
Empirically manifests within me its empyrean
Her divine synergism clothes my wear
Her warm hearth heartly felt within me
She extends her hand, beauty burgeons in
my soul, all things alien
sublime is
my toll
3/95 .
-TommyLau
Editors'
Note:
We would like
to thank"
Kiro,
TonunyLau,
Melissa,
April
Estrada,
Chanti,
Honeybee
and Khadine
De Paiva for
submitting
their excel-
lent work.
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Wee~ stars shine, Rivers Run
Fathers bear new Suns
From her highest summit to hergrandest canyon
I envision a greatness
that can only be ofone
Seated pensively in nature's lap
humbled by her abstract
Boundless, Absolute, Effortless, Innocent....
characters on her cosmic map
Power purely perpetual yet not the aggregate
ofher impact
Astounded by her serene embrace
Chastity bestowed upon me in every grace
Her love enveloped me, felt in every place
Her breast ofconception I fathomed on her face
1 transcend into the deep abyss
Refreshed by her bountiful ocean
confused by her endless sky
1 reach for her in a clear blue nights cry
caressed by her bodypleasured by her soul
she touches me in heavenly bliss
upon a gentle good nights kiss
1 am one, I am all, 1 am none
I blaze, 1 conceive, L the sun
Time and space become one
Exuberance! How glorious our union
Knouiledge 1 thirst for
Myself, .1find at its core
I drink from earths bounteous breast
Mountain tops, Ocean floors, I am at its crests
My blood burns like fire
My soul yearns with desire
Her intellect feeds my being
My spirit ceases seething
Nourished with vivacity
Potent with audacity
Constructing construing life's book of verses
My thoughts conceptualizes into universes
Complexity, Magnitz.uk, ATnbiguity ,. litespresence
I commence comprehension ofquintessence
28
Did you ever {eel like crying
and think what good would it do?
Did you ever look into h is eyes
and say a little prayer?
Did you ever see him walking
with his eyes down low?
Did you ever whisper to yourself
UOh God, I love him so?"
Did you ever fall in love my friend
and find it doesn't pay?
Love is fine, but it hurts so much
and the price is high to pay
Did you ever look into his heart
and wish that you were there?
If I choose between life and death
I know I'd choose to die
THE ARTISTIC SECTIQN FOR BARlJCHARTISTS
Did you ever love someone
and know he didn't love you?
I try to tell myself different
But who am I to lie?
Did You Ever Love Someone?
So when I say don't {all in love
you'll be hurt before you're through
You see my friend, I ought to know
I fell in love with you.
-Melissa
. ,
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FROM
Houston
Yankees
Toronto
Fiorida
Cincinnati
Atlanta
Pittsburgh
Boston
Milwaukee
Colorado
Detroit
Los Angeles
San Diego
Chicago-NL
Chicago-AL
St. Louis
Baltimore
Oakland
Minnesota
Cleveland
Kansas
City
Montreal
Texas
Mets
Seattle
Philadel
phia
Ariaheim
POSe
38
RHP .
SS
OF
RHP
LHP
LHP
.RHP
LHP
LHP
RHP
RHP
RHP
RHP
SS
RHP
RHP
RHP
RHP
LHP
RHP
OF
OF
1B
C
RHP
RHP
PLAYER
Tom Martin
Brian Boehringer
OmarDaal
Mike Duvall
Scott Winchester
JohnLaRoy
CiintSodowsky
Jim Mecir
Danny Klassen
Bryan Rekar
Matt Drews
Rick Gorecki
Todd Erdos
Ramon Tatis
Chris Clemons
Kerry Robinson
Dave Dellucci
Steven Cox
Damian Miller
Albie Lopez
Hector Carrasco
Mike Bell
Jose Paniagua
Hanley Frias
Carlos Mendoza
Bob Wolcott
Ryan Karp
Broadcaster Barry Milligan got so caught up in announc-
ing the 1993 Gator Bowl that he fumbled his words. In-
stead of welcoming his audience to the Outback
Steakhouse. Gator Bowl, Milligan referred to the
.postseason game as the Outhouse Steakhouse Gator Bowl!
"A baseball player's idea of a successful triathlon is being
able to run to third base without paramedics."
-Hartford Courant sportswriter Alan Greenberg
-
7 can take any pain. Try labor a couple of times. "
Karleen Shields, USC women's basketball guard and
. other of two, after hyperextending her knee.
Before becoming a respected college football analyst,
Beano Cook was director of sports information at the
.University of Pittsburgh. Once, Cook handled a hot call
from a feisty female fan who wanted to know the names of
all 120 players on the Pitt roster-so she could score with
each and every one of them. Like a true professional, Cook
cleared his throat and began: "Well, in alphabetical order,
starting at guard: Cook, Beano."
TEAM
Second round
29. Diamondbacks
30. Devil Rays
31. Diamondbacks
32. Devil Rays
33. Diamondbacks
34. Devil Rays
35. Diamondbacks
36. Devil Rays
37. Diamondbacks
38. Devil Rays
39. Diamondbacks
40. Devil Rays
41. Diamondbacks
42. Devil Rays
43. Diamondbacks
44. Devil Rays
45.~ondbacks
46. Devil Rays
47. Diamondbacks
48. Devil Rays
49. Diamondbacks
55. Diamondbacks
·50. Devil Rays
51. Diamondbacks
52.. Devil Rays
53. Diamondbacks
54. Devil Rays
FROM
Florida
Cleveland
Boston
Colorado
San Diego
Houston
Chicago-AL
Chicago-NL
Los Angeles
Toronto
Texas
Atlanta
Mets
Pittsburgh
Milwaukee
Cincinnati
Yankees
Baltimore
Kansas City
St. Louis
Montreal
Detroit
Philadelphia
Seattle
Minnesota
Anaheim
Oakland
San Fran
POSe
LHP
LHP
RHP
OF
3B
OF
C
2B
OF
OF
2B
3B
P
RHP
LHP
1B
RHP
RHP
OF
C
LHP
OF
RHP
SS
OF
RHP
SS
RHP
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Tony Saunders
Brian Anderson
JeffSuppan
Quinton McCracken
GabA!varez
Bob Abreu
Jorge Fabregas
Miguel Cairo
Karim Garcia
Rich Butler
Edwin Diaz
Bobby Smith
Cory Lidle
Jason -Iohnson
Joel Adamson
Dmitri Young
Ben Ford
Esteban Yan
Yamil Benitez
Mike DiFelice
Neil Weber
BubbaTrammell
Jason Boyd
Andy Sheets
Brent Brede
Dennis Springer
Tony Batista
Dan Carlson
'7{ we were any more passive, we'd be in a coffin."
-Former Boston Celtics coach Chris Ford, during a 1994
losing streak . .
'7 uias going to sue her for defamation ofcharacter, but
then I realized I have no character. "
-Houston Rockets forward Charles Barkley, on troubled
Tonya Harding calling herself "the Charles Barkley of
figure skating" .
MterOhio State defeated Indiana 23-17 to clinch a share
of the Big 10 championship. Buckeye quarterback Bob
Hoying was so appreciative of his veteran teammates that
he apparently forgot OSU is a four-year school. Hoying
announced, "I'm really. happy for Coach Cooper and the
guys who've been around here for six or seven years-espe-
cially our seniors."
Expansion Mania
'I'arnpaBay and Arizona enter the world of
MajorLeague Baseball.
The golf-crazed members of the Miami Dolphins trans
formed a portion of their locker room into a nine-hole put
ting coarse in 1993. Tight end Keith Jackson enjoyed th
course, but was tabbed the team's worst putter. Jackso
. stated, "this is the sequel to White Men Can't Jump. It'
called Black Men Can't Putt."
Expansion t,~a_~~__a!"~o.Il their way for next season, these teams will look good but will they play up to fans expectations.? Remember The
World Champion- Florida--MarirIi-Sw-ere- 3n -expariSion'·"te ifiiioilCltiri-t992.··Champio·nships· cost big money, wi'lleifher of theseteamsIay
out that kind of money?
TEAM PLAYER
First ROllnd
1. Devil Rays
2. Diamondbacks
3. Diamondbacks
4. Devil Rays
5. Diamondbacks
6. Devil Rays
7. Diamondbacks
8. Devil Rays
9. Diamondbacks
10. Devil Rays
11. Diamondbacks
12. Devil Rays
13. Diamondbacks
14. Devil Rays
15. Diamondbacks
16. Devil Rays
17. Diamondbacks
18. Devil Rays
19. Diamondbacks
20. Devil Rays
21. Diamondbacks
22. Devil Rays
23. Diamondbacks
24. Devil Rays
25. Diamondbacks
26. Devil Rays
27. Diamondbacks
28. Devil Rays
.'
i Third Round
L 57. Devil Rays RandyWmn OF Florida 54. Diamondbacks Bryan Corey RHP Detroit
I 58. Diamcndbacks Joe Randa 3B Pittsburgh 65. Devil Rays LukeWdcos OIP Yankees59. Devil Rays Terrell Wade LHP Atlanta 66. Diamondbacks Kelly Stinnett C· Milwaukee
I 60. Diamondbacks Jesus Martinez LHP Los. Angeles 67. Devil Rays Herbert Perry IB Cleveland.. .61. Devil Rays Aaron Ledesma SS Baltimore 68. Diamondbacks Chuck.McElroy LRP Chicago-AL
.1
62. Diamondbacks Russ Springer RHP Houston 69. Devil Rays Vaughn EsbeiJna D LRP Oakland
63. Devil Rays Brooks Kieschnick· OF Chicago-NL 70. Diamondbacks ~Janzen BRP Toronto
.'
..
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.•.
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In the beginning
Everything was fine
we often went out
It was me you wined and dinned
But as time went on
Everything changed
You seemed like a different person
Who would never be the same
I tried to hold on
to the memories we had
things that were so great
Turned out to be so bad
It wasn't easy
But it had to be done
with you I couldn't stay
I knew I wasn't your only one
When you've done all you can do
But that's just not enough
You have to realize
You're carrying way too much
When the day came
That you never knew
I was out the door
Never to look back at you.
In Time People Chan~
-Honeybee
White Rose
I'm a white rose
standing all alone in the Garden
My mother died when I was barely a stem
Her caretakers did a lousy job
They didn't water or mold her for weeks at a time.
She became weak and her leaves fell to the ground.
Before she died, she told me the road ahead is rough
but, someday the right gardener will come along
and he will treat me the way I deserve to be treated
She had a slow and painful death.
After mother's death I changed garden Twice
The first garden was gret, but I changed
little did I know my nightmare was beginning
My new caretakers ill treated, and trampled on me
For years I was tormented until I was taken
to my present location
At this garden my life is fulfilling
The caretakers are the right ones
All my friends are of different plants
I'm hoping that the right gardener my mother
told me about comes along and picks
me someday. For now I'll stay fresh
and white.
-Chanti
Four perspectives
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UNTITLED
DO I CONDEMN
DO I CONDONE
AN EASY NO
MY MOUTH UITERS
BUT WHY THESE THOUGHTS
OF HATRED
OF REVENGE
AS I REMINISCE
IN SLOW MOTION
FUTILE ACCUSATIONS
WORTHLESS EXPLANATIONS
A USELESS APOLOGY
I CARRY WITH ME
A DOUBTFUL PERCEPTION
OF MY EXISTENCE
AND MY CONVICTION
BURDENED...
DESTRUCTION IN MIND
MY SANITYATSTAKE
CONFRONTATION OF THE SELF
I FELL ILL
MY BATI'ERED SOUL
IN INTERROGATION
I FIND NOTHING.
-APRIL ESTRADA
By Kbadine De Paiva tracedhisbloodline toKing Solomon who was the wisest rulerofthe Jews. My
He was coming off the elevator as 1 was just coming on. Something friend believes that Christian preachers have perverted the Scriptures to con-
abouthim caught my eye. It was not his beautifully-shapedand broadAfrican. cea1 the fact that Adam and Jesus were Black. She believes in incorporating
nose. Nor was it his eyes that were almond- shaped and dark. It was his Black racial identity to the Bible. Rastafarians alsobelieve in the smokingof
Dreadlocks. His were loose and flowing - -some thick, some thin. They were 'mariiwma because this is the plant tbatwas found growingon King Solomon's
long and fell on his back and around his neck. All my lif~ I have seen people grave. Therefore, ganja(marijuana) is smoked in order to attain wisdom and
with «headlocks and always wondered about the spiritual symbolism oflocks. spiritual-enlightenment.
I decided to strike a conversation with him. I did not talkto my Rastafarian sister about the brother I had met by
"Do you have a religious reascn for wearing dreadlocks?" I asked. the elevator. Instead I decided to question another friend of mine. This par-
He looked at me with. a surprised. expression on his face and I in- ticular friend bas inrorporated African.culture into his wayof life and think-
stantlyfelt embarrassed that I had asked the question. I sensed slight hostil- mg. He also possesSes fhe oonfi~ that is associated with knowledge of
ity from him. 'Self'. I questioned him.
'Why do people always think that there is a religious reason for me 'Would you consider growing dreadkcks?,!
wearing deadlocks?' He answeredtbat be would not because he does not follow or sub-
I gathered from his response that he was not a Basta. He explained . scribe to thebeliefsof theRastafarian religion, or any :religion fQrthat matter.
that hegrewhis dreads becausehe wanted to go natural, His dreadlocks were He oontinued. - .
an expzession fA his passion for enmmpassinghis Black culture andhis roots. "However:. if you believe in AIL the p1lars of the Rastafarian faith,
His dreadlocks were moreofa cultural statementrather than a religious state- then absolutely nothing sbould stop you from growingyour locks. Ifyou have
mente In fact, I later learnt that he did not have a religion. . . dreadlocks, then you must be a true Basta. Otherwise, it just beoomes a style.
I have seen him only a few times on campus. He greets me as one of And styles are fleeting, that is, always changing." .
his "sistren". I call him. my "brother". Before I met my brother, I had always He further stated that because he does not believe in the Rastafarian
associated dreadlocks. with the Rastafarian religion. My brother's views fur- religion, or any religion for that matter, he would not grow dreadlocks. He
ther sparked my interest in dreadlocks and rastafarianism. In my quest for continued.
more knowledge and clarification about this religion I culture, I decided to "Havinga strongsenseofAfrica is not enough. To wear dreadlocksyou
question one ofmy girlfriends who is a Rasta. must subscribe FULLY to the religion."
She had the inner strength and toughness of a warrior while still pos- I reflected on his words and they were in sharp contrast to the beliefs
sessing the compassion tolove her brothers and sisters. She walked with her of another Rsatafarian sister I met recently. She calls herself a modem-day
back straight and her head upright, exuding confidence and elegance with Basta. I asked why she decided to take her Nazarene vows ( grow her
every step. She embracedher womanhood with strongarmsanda tough spirit. dreadlocks). She answered.
She oftenstrivedfor simplicity- this is the Rasta's way. Therefore, she strongly "I likethe life itrepresents. A lifeofsimplicityandspiritualupliftment"
emphasizes the belief of living for others rather than for 'self. She wore her I was confused by the term "modem-day" rasta. She explained that
dreadlocks loosely or sometimes wrapped in a beautiful African cloth. Her she does not followall the beliefs ofthe faith. Firstly, she does not believe in the
clothes were long and flowing, At times she drifted into a spiritual daydream smoking of ganja even though thisis an important ritual practiced in the
with "Jah". It was at these times you could not disturb her. Basta's life. She explained that her body was a temple, Jab's gift, and so she
That day her locks were loose and draped around her neck. After would not desecrate it by smoking ganja. Secondly she does not wear long,
some small talk , I questioned her. flowing clothes. Furthermore, she wears her locks upwards rather than to the
'What is your religion?' I asked. .backofher head. Despite her certain disbeliefs, she firmly says that she isstill
"I am a Rasta. But it is a way of life rather than a religion." Rastafarian.
She went on to explain the history and some ofthe beliefs ofher reli- "I believe in the way of life that the Rasta strives for. Everyday I look
gion/way of life, Rastafarianism was started in the 1930's on the Caribbean ·atmylocksandit·isa:testarnent·ofthespiritoalpathlhavechosen~Asitgrows
island ofJamaica. It was at this time, certain Jamaicans began following and longer, it just reaffirms my decision 'andcloseness toJab.." -
listening to the teachings and principles of Haile Selassie, the late Imperial It is evident from my conversations that there are changing and differ-
Majesty and Ruler of Ethiopia. The word "Rastafarian" was derived directly ing views ofdreadlocks and. the Rastafarian faith. In fact these are only a few.
from Haile Selassie , whose original name was Bas Tafari. Haile Selassie Despite my friends' different views I felt their closeness with their African cul-
which means ''Might ofthe Trinity" ruled as an absolute monarch, centralizing ture. I also know for a fact that they relate to Bob, Marley's sweet, musical
Ethiopia and instituting a number of reforms including the abolition of sla- messages ofwisdom and love. When they listen to Bob(legendaIy Rastafarian
very. musician) his spiritual passion for Africa will float on the rhythms of their
Rastafarians firmly believe that he is the Messiah. They have also souls,forever.....
..
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FIve returning starters belong
. to Baruch College and 15thyearhead
coach Ray Rankis. "We were 9-171ast
year and the players have all im-
proved individually, from last sea-
. son;" said Rankis. "Our quarterfinal
win versus Staten Island in the .
CUNY Tournament was a wake up
call to tell our players how good they
could be," beating a team that had
12 more wins than them.
Among his experienced starting
five is 6'1 shooter Scott Holloway
(16.7 ppg),ajunior, and a soph. for-
ward, Len Mitchell (11.8 ppg). , But
the glue that holds the team together
is Joe Liberato, a 6'ljunior forward.
"Pound for pound and inch for
inch, -Ioe might be the best player in .
- CUNY in years/' said Rankis '
1996-97 Stats
17.6 ppg, 8.5rpg, 2.9 apg
19.9 ppg, 5.1rpg, 3.3 apg
(1994-95) 12.7ppg, 8.6rpg
10.5 ppg, 3.0 rpg, 1.6 spg
12.3 ppg, 5.5 rpg, 1.8spg
POSe Rt.
F 6'0
F 6'2
G 6'0
FIC 6'8
FIG 6'2
Yr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
School
Baruch
John Jay
York
Hunter
Staten Island
Name
Joe Liberato
Glen RaIford
Billy'furnage
Brian PalacIo
Brian Gasper
1998 CUNYAC Men's Basketball Coaches Poll
Predicted Order of Finish South Division
North Division 1. Hunter
1. Baruch ~)A 2. York
2. John Jay ~ 3. Staten Island
3. Lehman ~ 4. Medgar Evers
4. CCNY 5. Brooklyn
Tourna:ment Champion: Hunter? (We'll see about that!)
Preseason All-Stars
14.6 ppg, 2.5 rpg, 5.1 apg
Back To The Old
Drawing Board
South Division
1. Staten Island
2. Hunter
3. Brooklyn
4. Medgar Evers
5. York
Pre-seasonAlI-Stars
Most Valuable Player
-Iohn Call Staten Island Sr. G 5' 10
1998 CUNYAC Women's Basketball Coaches Poll
Predicted Order of Finish
North Division
1. CCNY
2. John Jay
3. Lehman
4. Baruch
Emma Rivera
School
CCNY
Yr.
Jr
POSe
G
Ht.
5'4
1996-97 Stats
(95-96) 18.8 ppg, 7.0 rpg,7.4 spg
Samantha Donaldson John Jay Sr. F 5'9 19.3 ppg, 9.2 rpg, 6.6spg
Sayunara Lopez Lehman Sr. F 5'11 13.2' ppg, 17.0 rpg, 3.0 spg
Suzette Henry
Tara Gagliardo
Hunter
Staten Island
Sr.
So.
F
G
5'7
5'7
(95-96) 17.6 ppg, 12.4 rpg
8.8 ppg,3.9 rpg, 2.4 apg
Most Valuable Player
Ann Marie Stillman Brooklyn Sr. FIe 5'10 14.3 ppg, 9.0 rpg, 6.8 spg
After a season of struggle, Baruch College has gone with a new approach in head mach Rick Swillinger.
The longtime men'. assistant coach who served as interim women's eoachat JohnJIlY as weD, has finally settled
in wherehe started, at Barueh. TheYouthfullStateswomen will rally around freshman guard Natalie1estamark,
with added scoring expected from Springfield transfer-Dana Greco. -CUNYAC
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